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Community garden installation at UMaine
Danielle Walczak
Staff Writer

Just off College Avenue, there is a white house
which sits on a quarteracre lawn surrounded by
trees. It was originally an
energy systems experiment
conducted by two UMaine
professors, a contractor
and several graduate students and used for interdisciplinary research.
For the majority of the
past 10 years it was vacant,
until three inspired graduate students coveted the
house with one major goal:
sustainability.
Since April 2012, three
resident members have
been living in the Terrell
House Permaculture Living and Learning Center
and organizing potlucks,
along with gardening and
educational classes.
On April 27, they will
be installing a community
garden at a public volunteer-based event. All are
welcome to participate.
The garden will feature
a 32-foot mandala with
eight keyhole garden beds,
which will be managed by
different groups.
The free public event
will run from 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. at 491A College Ave.
in Orono. The community
garden will provide a space
for permaculture demonstrations and community
engagement.
Breakfast
will be served at the event
from 9 a.m. to 10 a.m. and
lunch will be potluck.

The event aims to teach
students and community
members
low-maintenance, sustainable cultivation techniques that will
be used in the community
garden.
“This is a significant
milestone for permaculture
education at UMaine and
an opportunity to celebrate
as well as work together
to build the community
garden. It’s also a much
more visible aspect of all
the work that we have been
doing,” said Dee Clark, an
intermedia M.F.A. student
and Terrell House resident
who drafted the house proposal.
Permaculture, a derivative of the words permanent and culture, matches
the word’s implications.
The intentional living approach takes a holistic approach to landscape design
and human culture while
integrating a whole-systems approach of biology, ecology, geography,
agriculture, architecture,
appropriate
technology,
gardening and community
building.
Eileen Hagerman, Terrell House Resident Steward and Grounds and
Research Coordinator, describes permaculture as a
holistic and ethical — but
also common sense approach to design.
“Permaculture designers often see problems as
design challenges,” Hagerman said. “An overabundance of something, like

water, for example, means
that you’re not fully utilizing it as a resource. Instead
of trying to get rid of the
excess, why not find a better way to make use of it?”
Emily Markides, a peace
and reconciliation professor who teaches courses
about intentional communities at UMaine, had the
three to-be residents in her

class where they originally connected. Their class
project became a reality after Markides, who has been
working for 10 years to introduce UMaine to permaculture, had a conversation
with Senior Vice President
for Finance and Administration Janet Waldron. She
told Markides, “that the
university might be ready

for its first on-campus permaculture site.”
When a proposal was approved, Clark, Hagerman
and Mike Emery began living at the Terrell house and
starting its transformation
to a permaculture learning
center.
The community garden
started in 2013 as a 15by-25-foot fenced garden

The planned final layout for the Terrell House community garden.

used by the residents of the
Terrell House and some
neighbors. Residents also
planted a pollinator garden
to attract bees, butterflies
and hummingbirds.
The plots to be planted
at the event are held by
different
organizations
such as the student groups
See Garden on A
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UMPD to install Health insurance coverage
mandatory for students
address signs
for fraternities
Lauren Abbate

For The Maine Campus

High visability signs aid emergency services
Cameron Paquette
News Editor

The
University
of
Maine Orono’s fraternities
will receive highly visible
address signs close to the
road after requests from
local emergency response
organizations. According
to UMaine Police Department Lieutenant Robert
Welch, the new signs will
significantly aid emergency response divisions
such as the Orono Fire Department in responding to
calls quickly.
“[Emergency response
services] get these calls,
and we have no idea where
it is because none of [the
fraternity houses] have
numbers,” Welch said.
The new address signs
will be posted close to the
road and are highly reflective so they are more visible at night. According to
Welch, the push for these

signs began last summer
when police were responding to a medical call at
one of the fraternities but
couldn’t locate it.
“We went back and
forth trying to find the
house. We probably passed
it three times,” Welch said.
“I voiced my frustration to
President Ferguson.”
President
Ferguson
responded to Welch and
granted him the funds to
have highly reflective
metal signs created for
greater visibility as well
as to comply with Orono
Code Enforcement, which
has jurisdiction over the
fraternities on the opposite
side of College Avenue to
the university.
Welch proceeded to
send notices out to all of
the fraternities in January,
calling from a representative from each to meet
with police for full discloSee Signs on A
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Student confusion surrounds the health care question “Are you covered?”
The early months of
2014 are witnessing the full
implementation of the Affordable Care Act and its
effort to expand health care
coverage throughout the
U.S. However, the coverage
mandate that the ACA carries is forcing college students to address the question “Am I covered?” and if
not, “How am I going to get
covered?”
University of Maine
student Brittney Marshall
faced this question when
she turned 21 in February,
making her ineligible for
the MaineCare insurance
policy she had been covered under. This termination of coverage left the
third-year marketing student with only one month to
find new health insurance
before ACA health care exchanges reached the end of
their March 31 enrollment
period.
Marshall called multiple
state agencies and insurance companies to try and
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understand how she was
supposed to gain coverage,
but no one could explain
to her exactly what her options were.
“I spent most of my
spring break, during the
weekdays when I wasn’t
working, calling around
and trying to figure out
how this all worked; no one
could help me,” Marshall
said. “I’m 21 years old. I’m
in school there should be
something for me.”
Under the ACA, college
students have essentially
three options for getting
covered: the student may
remain a dependent on their
parent’s insurance policy if
they are 26 and under, the
student may enroll in their
university’s student health
plan, or they may enroll in
a private plan through the
health care exchanges established by the ACA.
“I was doing out the
math for every single option, I had it all listed out
so I could compare,” Marshall said. “It was just one
of those things where I need
health insurance; not having
it wasn’t an option.”
Remaining under her parents’ insurance plan was not

a possibility for Marshall so
she turned to the health care
exchanges.
In states that chose to
expand Medicaid coverage
under the ACA, students in
Marshall’s position could
qualify for Medicaid subsidies that would help pay
for health insurance coverage obtained through the
exchanges. However, “in
Maine, if your income is
too low, if you’re under 100
percent of the poverty level,
then you’re not eligible for
Medicaid because the state
has not expanded it yet,”
said Amy Fried, professor
of political science at the
University of Maine.
This is why when Marshall sought insurance coverage through the health
care exchanges she could
only qualify for plans that
had monthly premiums of
upwards of $300 per month,
substantially more than she
could afford to pay out of
pocket.
“Because LePage did not
pass Medicaid expansion
you actually have to make
a minimum of $11,490 per
year to get any assistance,
and I was only putting in
[$10,000],” Marshall said.

After voicing her struggle for coverage to a friend
who works at a doctor’s office, the friend put Marshall
in touch with the office’s
health care liaison who explained to Marshall what
her options for coverage
were.
Because Marshall’s yearly income was close to the
$11,490 minimum for taxcredit assistance, the liaison
advised her to enroll in a
Maine Community Health
Options plan available on
the healthcare exchange and
try to increase her yearly income for 2014 to the assistance minimum.
“Which just means now
I am going to have to work
more,” said Marshall, who
balances working part-time
at JCPenney while maintaining a full-time student
status.
Through this coverage
route, Marshall’s monthly
premium will be about $37.
If Marshall fails to make the
minimum income she will
owe the state however much
she received in the tax credits that helped to subsidize
her health care costs.
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GSS announces new President/
Orono planning
VP for Financial Affairs
board to review Park7
Liam Nee

Asst. News Editor
The University of Maine
Student
Government’s
General Student Senate
announced the new vice
president and vice president for Financial Affairs
of UMSG Inc., allocated
$1,000 to Mainely Voices and saw presentations
from 10 different groups
during the 20th meeting of
the 35th session on April
15 inside the Memorial
Union’s Bangor Room.
Stewart, Le tapped to fill
exec seats
Through a rather untraditional process due to
graduating seniors, members from a previously
assembled executive task
force announced two candidates who will fill the
soon-to-be vacant offices
of vice president and vice
president for Financial Affairs.
Senate pro tempore
and Executive Budgetary
Committee member Sen.
Harold Stewart, a native of
Presque Isle, Maine, will
replace Vice President Hall
as the GSS’ presiding officer following UMaine’s
2014 commencement ceremony in May.
Non-GSS member Hoang Anh “Christine” Le,
a first-year student from
Saco, Maine, will replace
Vice President for Financial Affairs Conant when
he transitions into the
presidency of UMSG Inc.
Le is pursuing a degree
in accounting and marketing and is a member
of UMaine’s Honors College.
Conant and Sens. Corey Morton and Derek
Vigue led the executive
task force formed a couple
weeks ago to find viable
candidates for the two positions.
“We wanted to be very
transparent,” Morton said.
“Our objective was to provide the student body with
the most effective executives who will successfully
uphold our constitution.”
Mainely Voices funded
$1,000
The GSS allocated
$1,000 to UMaine’s mixed
a cappella group Mainely
Voices during the April
15 meeting to be used for
“venue costs and transportation” toward the organization’s upcoming spring
tour. Club Vice President
Nate Williams explained:
“We’re doing our first
spring tour in program history … this is a big success for us,” he said. “We
need help with vans, which
we’ve already registered.”
With 10 to 12 shows
planned, Williams said the

Signs

from A1
sure about the sign installation.
“We want them to know
we’re not putting a camera or anything like that,”

group is prepared to be doing “a lot of singing.”
Sixteen members are
expected to travel. Other
sources of funding toward
the trip include: $800 from
the organization bank account and $100 from paid
night shows.
The resolution received
a unanimous ought to pass
vote during committee.

10 clubs present
Ten different clubs
presented to the GSS on
various conferences and
events during the April 15
meeting.
UMaine American Marketing Association, represented by club treasurer
Dan Kaepplinger, presented on its recent trip to New
Orleans, La. where they
participated in the 36th
Annual AMA International Collegiate Conference
from April 10-12 at the
Sheraton New Orleans.
Kaepplinger, a fifthyear business administration and marketing student, said the conference
was full of workshops to
help professional development.
Animation Club, represented by club librarian
Cody Emerson, presented
on its recent trip to Boston
to participate in the 2014
Anime Boston Convention
from March 21-23 at the
Hynes Convention Center
and Sheraton Boston.
Emerson, a third-year
pre-med and biology student, said it was a learning
experience.
“It was great to be given the opportunity to talk
with people within the industry,” he said.
Field Hockey Club, represented by club President
Elena Barnes, presented
on its spring 2014 season. Barnes, a third-year
engineering
technology
student, said that despite
one of the team’s players
getting seriously hurt during one of the games, the
season went well.
“Your funding was very
beneficial to our team this
whole season,” she said.
“We were able to increase
our roster size too, which
was huge.”
The UMaine Equestrian
Team, represented by club
President Megan Story,
presented on its recent
regional and zone horse
shows. Story, a third-year
business
administration
and accounting student,
said this year’s postseason
was one of the best in the
club’s history.
“We sent a rider to
‘zones’ for the first time
in our program’s history,
so that’s pretty exciting,”
she said. “The rider placed
fifth out of 12 riders.”
UMaine Formula SociWelch said.
Seven of the 11 Greek
houses agreed to have
signs put up and will assist UMPD with installing
the signs in front of their
houses after the parade on
Maine Day, April 30.
The four fraternities
who did not agree were
given until March 1 to

ety of Automotive Engineers (SAE), represented
by club Vice President
Ben Moore, presented on
its recent trip to Detroit to
compete at the SAE 2014
World Congress & Exhibition from April 8-10 at the
Cobo Center.
“[The competition] was
great exposure for our
team and the university,”
Moore said. “Obviously
for Detroit, the hotel was
pretty inexpensive, but we
thank you for your contributions.”
Women’s
Lacrosse
Club, represented by Vice
President Emily Vannozzi,
presented on its most recent lacrosse season. Vannozzi said the team played
all over New England and
posted a 2-6 record.
“It was a really good
opportunity and we’ve
been growing our team,”
she said. “We’re really excited about next year.”
The Orono Student
Nurses’ Association, represented by two of its club
members, presented on its
trip to Nashville, Tenn.
to participate in the 62nd
Annual National Student
Nurses’ Association Convention from April 9-13 at
the Gaylord Opryland Resort & Convention Center.
According to the members, 10 students attended
and OSNA was the only
student group from the
state of Maine.
Phi Sigma Pi, represented by Sen. Zachary
White, presented on its
trip to Amherst, Mass. to
participate in the Phi Sigma Pi Northeast Regional
Conference from April
11-13 at the University of
Massachusetts Amherst.
Student Women’s Association, represented by
co-chair Casey Weed, presented on its trip to Amherst, Mass. to participate
in the 2014 Civil Liberties
and Public Policy Conference from April 11-13 at
Hampshire College.
Women’s Rugby Club,
represented by club President Caitlin Morgan, presented on its recent spring
season. Morgan said the
club now has the largest
program on the entire east
coast.
Exec, other reports
In his report, President Aaron Ortiz said he’s
been continuing his work
with soon-to-be-president
Conant to provide a clean
transition for new executives coming in.
In his report, Hall congratulated his future successor, Sen. Harold Stewart, and said he’s still in the
process of writing down
precedents to help next
See UMSG on A

respond to UMPD’s notice. These fraternities are
Alpha Gamma Rho, Tau
Kappa Epsilon, Phi Kappa
Sigma and Phi Eta Kappa.
“If they don’t participate and Code Enforcement knocks, they’re on
their own,” Welch said.
“They’ll have to pay [for
signs] themselves.”

housing complex

Christopher Burns
Staff Writer

Park7 Group’s proposed
student housing complex
The Avenue at Orono will
continue to undergo review
by the Orono planning board
into next month.
Since the March 19 planning board meeting, Park7
Group and WBRC Architects and Engineers — who
were hired by the developer
to design The Avenue — revised the initial proposal
to address public concerns
brought to the planning
board’s attention last month,
including displacement of a
trail maintained by the Orono Land Trust.
Paul Brody, WBRC landscape architect, announced
the developer came to a
“satisfactory
resolution”
with the Orono Land Trust
for the new route for the
trail.
Changes were made to
the proposal to mitigate the
impact of the cluster development on the area’s vernal
pools. A volleyball court,
maintenance and housing
units were relocated to create a buffer zone around the
major vernal pools. Town
Planner Evan Richert said
the changes met requirements for conserving vernal
pools.
At the public hearing
in March, Orono residents
questioned the accuracy of
the developer’s study to account for the total number
of wetland areas within the
development site. Richert
said earlier this month that
evidence was brought forward indicating the existence of unaccounted hydric
and wetland soils. An independent third-party review
was requested to verify the
number of wetland areas.
According to Richert, after the independent review,
no significant wetland areas
or hydric soils were found
aside from those in the initial count. Other wet soils
identified count as buildable soil under the last Penobscot Soil Survey conducted in 1963. No changes

have been made to the 270
units the developer plans to
build.
The planning board lauded the revisions to the proposal and the inclusion of
low-impact pervious pavement.
But Phil Ruck, planning
board chairman, expressed
disappointment for a lack
of information regarding
the stormwater management plan, which the board
did not receive. What information Park7 Group and
WBRC provided was for an
outdated stormwater management plan, Ruck said.
While Ruck said he sup-

Both The Avenue and
Aroma Joe’s will be
subject to an
impact fee that will
go towards the Maine
Department of
Transportation
roundabout at the
Rangely Road and
Park Street
intersection.

ports the use of pervious
pavement to manage stormwater, the planning board requires full disclosure about
the management plan.
“We need to make sure
this project works,” he said.
Paul Monyok, WBRC
design engineer, said there
was a “miscommunication”
about what details the board
needed, apologized and assured the board the stormwater management plan
would be made available to
them shortly.
Beejan Savabi, Park7
Group vice president of
property management, attended the planning board
meeting to address safety
and security concerns.
“We have one to two
police officers who live on-

site, for reduced rent [to provide security],” Savabi said,
adding that the presence of
police cars at The Avenue
will act as a deterrent of bad
behavior. Hiring a seasoned
management staff helps to
cut down on rowdiness and
big parties, Savabi said.
Savabi added, “we have a
very strict and detailed lease
to prevent [these] issues.”
Orono residents raised
new concerns about the development during the public
forum. Residents abutting
the proposed development
said an increase in traffic
and parking along Penobscot
Street — where the back entrance to The Avenue will
be — raises safety concerns
on the narrow dirt road,
which has a steep embankment down to the railroad.
A guardrail along Penobscot
Street was requested.
Other concerns included foot traffic on Hillside
Street, noise, vandalism,
litter and safety on Park
Street.
The planning board continued the discussion for the
May agenda.
Pine Tree Holdings,
LLC’s amended proposal
to redevelop and open an
Aroma Joe’s Coffee Shop at
the empty University Credit
Union technology office at
99 Park Street across from
the Bangor Savings Bank
was approved.
The drive-thru coffee
shop requires only minimal changes to the existing
structure, such as removing
the awning and vestibul,
and creating drive-thru and
bypass lanes. A path from
Orchard Trails will be extended behind the building
and a bike rack installed.
Both The Avenue and
Aroma Joe’s will be subject
to an impact fee that will
go towards the Maine Department of Transportation
roundabout at the Rangeley
Road and Park Street intersection. The Maine DOT
expects the roundabout to be
completed by 2016, a year
after the proposed opening
of The Avenue.

Police
Beat
The best from
UMaine’s finest

Cameron Paquette
News Editor

4/9
3:04 a.m. The tennis court
lot is the place to smoke,
folks
An officer on routine
patrol near the New Balance Recreation Center saw
a vehicle in the tennis court
parking lot with several students inside and decided to
investigate. The officer could
smell marijuana as he approached the car. The officer
confronted the driver and
noticed that the inside of the
car smelled very strongly of
marijuana. At this point, the
officer had the students exit
the car and proceeded to conduct a search. The three male
first-year students complied.
The officer found a small
amount of marijuana as well
as a glass pipe. Ryan Edes,
18, was charged with possession of a usable amount
of marijuana while his friend
John Thomas, 19, as well as
Edes, were both charged with
possession of drug paraphernalia. The third student was
referred to Judicial Affairs for
the incident.

4/10

4/13

10:01 p.m. Dirty Lew Foo
A patrolling officer was
driving down Long Road
when he noticed several students shoving each other on
the sidewalk in front of Patch
Hall. The officer pulled over
to investigate and confronted
the group. The officer smelled
alcohol on the students and
began questioning them.
The officer recognized one
of the members of the group
but couldn’t recall his name.
When questioned, the subject
gave the officer several false
names before the officer was
able to get his actual identity.
The subject was Lewistonnative Jama Ahmed, 19, a
non-student who had been
summonsed for trespassing
in the fall of 2013. Ahmed
and 19-year-old student Ryan
Laverdiere were drunk and
having an argument, which
progressed into a shoving
match. Ahmed was summonsed for possession of alcohol by consumption as well
as criminal trespassing, while
Laverdiere was only given a
summons for possession by
consumption.

2:01 a.m. N00b
UMPD received a call
from an R.A. in Androscoggin Hall about an underage
student drinking on the third
floor. Officers responded and,
when they got to the third floor
hall, they found Connor Morrison, 19, in his room with the
door open. Morrison admitted
that he had been drinking and
also admitted to being in possession of beer. Morrison was
summonsed for illegal possession of alcohol by a minor.
7:50 p.m. Pot bust, big
whoop
R.A.s in Aroostook Hall
called UMPD to report an
odor of marijuana coming
from a room on the fourth
floor. Officers responded and
made contact with the building
staff to find out where the odor
was coming from. They were
able to narrow down the odor
to the room of Eli Saville, 20,
and knocked on the door. Saville responded and, after being
questioned about the odor, admitted to smoking and allowed
the police to search the room.
The following search turned up
a small amount of marijuana in
Saville’s backpack. Saville was
summonsed for possession of a
usable amount of marijuana.
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Healthcare
from A1

University of Maine political science professor
Mark Brewer explains this
type of confusion is to be
expected with large new
federal legislation.
“[The ACA] is all so new
that a lot of it is figuring it
out as we go along, as is
often to case with any major policy change,” Brewer
said.
Aside from the ACA’s infancy, the complexity of the
Act is also making it less
user-friendly than desired.
“It’s a complicated law
because there are multiple
ways people can get health
care, its not something
where if everybody was
covered with the same thing
it would be much easier to
understand,” Fried said.
Instead of a “universal
health care” system that
would seek to streamline all
health care options through
a public governmental system, the ACA sought to increase the access individuals had to both public and
private insurance programs.
”There are people getting
[insurance] through their

employer, there are elderly
people getting [insurance]
through Medicare, there are
people getting veteran’s insurance, and then if you’re
talking about everybody
else they can get private
insurance plans through the
insurance exchange,” Fried
said.
The University of Maine
also offers undergraduates
with 9 or more credits and
graduate students with 6
or more credits access to
a student health insurance
plan that, for the 2013-2014
school year costs about
$2,900 annually.
“I looked into the school
plan it and it was way, way
more than I would have
had to pay even with the
health insurance plans that
were not giving me any tax
credits on the marketplace,”
Marshall said.
The University of Maine
System is implementing a
new policy for the 20142015 school year that would
require students to provide
proof upon enrollment of
adequate health care coverage.
This change in policy is
due in part to the ACA coverage mandate, as well as a
resolution that was passed

by GSS last year which
called for the university to
restructure its expensive
student health plan.
After March 31, uncovered individual are subject
to a federal “tax” if they do
not have health insurance
coverage in line with the
minimum requirements of
the ACA.
The “tax” for the lowest
income level, which most
students would fall in is
$95 for a year without coverage.
Marshall said that if not
having health insurance
was an option for her personally she would have just
paid the $95 dollar fine and
gone without coverage.
“The cheapest option
would be paying the fine,
but that might not be the
smartest option,” Brewer
said. “When you look at
some of the activities [college students] engage in,
they’re far more likely to
take risks, they’re far more
likely to engage in recreational activities that are
more likely to result in injury. If you have one bad
injury and no coverage, not
even a catastrophic plan,
that could be a serious
problem.”
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UMSG
from A2

year’s executive board.
In his report, Conant
listed all allocations under $1,000: $945 to the
Asian Student Association
toward their annual Taste
of Asia event on April 28
in honor of Asian Heritage
Month; $600 to the International Student Association toward a graduation
banquet event; and $280
to the UMaine Scuba Club
toward a diving trip.
In his report, Vice President for Student Organizations Andrew Prusaitis
said he would be continuing his work on a Student
Organizations newsletter
for the next two weeks to
better promote what’s going on.
In his report, Vice President for Student Entertainment Patrick FortierBrown congratulated the
newly appointed execu-
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tives and said he is “looking forward to a good
thing in the future.” Also,
he said he had just recently drafted up his first security contract for a future
concert.
“What happened last
semester [at Pretty Lights]
won’t happen again,” he
said. “People will be held
liable this time.”
In her report, Panhellenic President Jamie Steven
announced UMaine Greek
Life would be bringing
a new honors society to
campus next year called
Gamma Sigma Alpha. According to the society’s
website, it was founded 25
years ago in 1989 and exists to “recognize and advance academic excellence
as a core value of fraternities and sororities.”

a second-year journalism
student, spoke on behalf
of the group, thanking the
GSS after recognition was
given.
According to Chevoit,
Gate 33 meets on Wednesday nights and is looking for group mentoring.
They have already hosted
a couple of foosball tournaments.
The GSS also approved
a resolution sponsored by
Sen. Bradley Gannon and
co-sponsored by Policy
and Procedure Chair Sen.
Sean Foley to change Rule
III, Section 1, Paragraph B
of the GSS Standing Rules
to eradicate an obsolete
committee.
The committee, called
the Standing Committee
on Administrative & Academy Policy, existed only
in the Standing Rules and
has since been replaced by
the Policy and Procedure
Committee, according to
the resolution.
The resolution received
a 5-0-3 recommendation
from committee before being passed by the GSS.

Gardens
from A1

The Environmental Studies Coalition; Green Team;
Sustainable
Agriculture
Enthusiasts; and Sustainable Education & Ecological Design. Community
plot-holders are Friends of
Edith Patch; University of
Maine alumni; and the Terrell House residents.
As a testament to the
Terrell House’s core tenet
of community, the garden was made possible by
Graduate Student Government who donated the
funds along with the Intermedia MFA Program and
Environmental Studies Coalition. UMaine Facilities
Management and Argyle
Acres Farm donated ma-

nure, Wells Dining Commons has donated buckets
and the Bangor Daily News
contributed cardboard and
newspaper.
Besides the garden, the
Terrell House provides a
location for interdisciplinary learning and research,
events, workshops, and a
resident community, which
was made possible through
collaboration
between
UMaine Office of Sustainability, and the nonprofit
Stillwater SHIFT Inc.
The Terrell House was
first built in the 1980s
by engineering professor
Richard C. Hill, poetry
professor Carroll F. Terrell
and builder R.W. Estela.
The energy systems experiment includes a passive
solar heating system, wood
stove, solar water collector
and radiant floors.
Terrell occupied the

house until he died in
2003. Hill continued to
use the house for educational purposes but it was
largely unused until 2012
when Terrell House PLLC
began.
Each resident has different reasons for joining the
Terrell House PLLC; Dee
Clark sees the opportunity
as an alternative.
“Rather than complaining or protesting about
what is wrong, unhealthy
or unsustainable about
our society, I feel that it is
important and ultimately
more effective to create viable alternatives and models to show what else is
possible,” she said.
For more information
about volunteering contact
Mike Emery, Terrell House
volunteer and outreach
coordinator, at 207-2157441.

never
miss
an issue

Gate 33 granted prelim
recognition,
Standing
Rules amended
Student group Gate 33
was granted preliminary
recognition during the
April 15 meeting. Club
member Marcella Chevoit,

The Terrell House is located at 491A College Ave.

Photo Courtesy of Terrell House
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UMS administrator receives $40,000 raise amid
budget issues
According to the latest University of Maine System employee salary report, the salary
for Vice Chancellor for Administration and Finance Rebecca
Wyke is listed at $205,000 per
year. This is $40,000 up from
November 2013’s reported salary of $165,000, and comes at
a time when the UMS is faced
with a $36 million budget
shortfall for fiscal year 201415. This also constitutes the
only retention-based raise in the
UMS office this year.
UMS Chancellor James
Page believes that it would
potentially cost more than the
raise to replace Wyke, whose
salary is now nearly $20,000
more than the median salary for
a vice chancellor at any institution in the country, according
to the College and University
Professional Association for
Human Resources.
The timing of this news
comes at a difficult time for
the UMS, as each campus has

had to make significant cuts
to reduce the budget gap. The
most notable cuts have come
from the University of Southern Maine as well as the flagship campus in Orono, which
have had to cut $14 million
and $9.7 million respectively.
Many of these savings have
come through cutting programs
and faculty layoffs, which has
been met with significant resistance from both faculty and the
student body.
According to UMS Public Relations Manager Peggy
Leonard, $1.4 million of the
budget cuts will come from
the system office, although it
is unknown at this time exactly
where this money will come
from.

recently announced the measures the university will take to
address the gap, which represents 12.4 percent of its budget.
According to Hess, the budget shortfall will be rectified
through a combination of higher enrollment and the vacancy
of six full-time equivalent faculty and staff positions that are
currently open, meaning that
no layoffs are necessary as of
yet. The projected increase in
enrollment is said to be worth
$200,000 in tuition revenue
due to an influx of out-of-state
students.
The university also received
a $2.6 million federal grant from
the U.S. Department of Agriculture in 2011 that is currently
going toward the construction
of a biomass facility that will
heat the buildings at both the
university and the local high
school. According to Hess, this
grant money has been a significant aid in UMFK’s financial
situation.
UMFK and UMaine Orono
recognized for sustainability
The University of Maine at

Fort Kent, as well as the flagship campus in Orono, has
been recognized in the Princeton Review’s 2014 guide to
“green colleges,” along with
16 other colleges and universities. The annual guide is produced through a collaboration
between the Princeton Review
and the U.S. Green Building
Council and is based on surveys of four-year colleges that
determine each campus’ “green
ranking” based on commitment to sustainability in their
academic offerings, campus
buildings, career preparation
and activities.
Other Maine colleges that
made the list were Bates College, Bowdoin College, Colby
College, College of the Atlantic
and Unity College.

any students who wish to participate, will attempt to break
the world record for the largest
number of candies unwrapped
at one time.
MAAV is calling on the student body to participate in the
event, aptly named Unwrapping the Not-So-Sweet Truth
of Relationship Violence as a
way to raise domestic violence
awareness. The event is free
and open to the public and will
include speeches from Dean
of Students Robert Dana and
President Ferguson as well
as tables run by Spruce Run,

Rape Response Services and
the Maine Coalition to End Domestic Violence.
The current record is 614
people, a benchmark which
was established by students of
Tarleton State college in Houston Texas in an event hosted
by the campus’ School Wide
Activities Team on March 22,
2013.
MAAV is a student organization that involves male
student athletes in spreading
awareness of issues regarding
domestic violence.

M
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UMFK plans to cut budget by $1.8 million
Of the current $36 million
budget gap faced by the University of Maine System, $1.8 million of the cuts will come from
the budget of the University of
Maine at Fort Kent (UMFK).
UMFK President Wilson Hess

MAAV attempts to break
record to spread domestic
violence awareness
On Maine Day, Wednesday, April 30, the University of
Maine’s Male Athletes Against
Violence will be sponsoring an
event in which they, along with

The Maine Campus is hiring!
The student newspaper of the University of Maine is looking for
writers to contribute in the following sections:

Positions available include:

Assistant News Editor
Online editor
National Advertising Representative
Design Assistant
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Answer key in sports

Word Search

Body Parts
- SPLEEN
- STOMACH
- VOICE BOX

Word search courtesy of puzzles.ca

- STERNUM
- TARSALS
- TIBIA
- ULNA
- VERTEBRA
Organs:
- APPENDIX
- BLADDER
- BRAIN
-GALLBLADDER
- GENITALS
- HEART
- INTESTINES
- KIDNEYS	 
- LIVER
- LUNGS
- PANCREAS
- SKIN

Across
1- DEA agent;
5- Bounce;
10- Kemo ___;
14- Colorful fish;
15- Figure skater Cohen;
16- Trading center;
17- Lyra’s brightest star;
18- Twixt’s partner;
19- Dies ___;
20- 1992 Wimbledon
champ;
22- Methods;
24- Skye cap;
25- Mormon state of
western USA;
26- Tepid;
30- Ran without moving;
35- Wind dir.;
36- Sugar amt.;
37- Peter of Herman’s
Hermits;
38- Inclination;
41- Small loudspeaker;
43- Related to form;
44- DI doubled;
45- Metro area;
46- Battery terminal;
47- Corded silk fabric;
50- Morse element;
53- Shade tree;

Find and circle all of the listed words that are hidden
in the grid. .

Sudoku Puzzle
• Each row must have
numbers 1 - 9 in any order
but each digit can only
appear once.
• Each column must have
numbers 1 - 9 in any order
but each digit can only
appear once.
• Each 3x3 box must have
numbers 1 - 9 in any order
but each digit can only
appear once.
There is only one
correct answer.
Difficulty level: Easy

Sudoku puzzles provided by sudoku.name. Used with permission.

54- Federal crime;
58- Body of work;
62- Sunset direction;
63- Summary;
66- Cauterize;
67- Not ___ many words;
68- Nonsense;
69- Sewing case;
70- Inert gas;
71- Bedeck;
72- Pineapple vendor;
Down
1- PBS science series;
2- Take down ___;
3- Hindu music;
4- Virginal;
5- Guess;
6- Tooth-bearing bone;
7- End for Siam;
8- Thorax;
9- Country singer Tucker;
10- Struck, old-style;
11- Swiss river;
12- “Dracula” author
Stoker;
13- French summers;
21- Cutting tool;
23- Glisten;
25- Strike caller;
26- Helping theorem;

Crossword puzzles provided by BestCrosswords.com. Used with permission.

http://www.toothpastefordinner.com

Dinosaur Comics

Skeleton:
- CARPALS
- CLAVICLE
- COCCYX
- CRANIUM
- FEMUR
- FIBULA
- HUMERUS
-INNOMINATE
- MANDIBLE
-METACARPALS
-METATARSALS
- PATELLA
- PHALANGES
- RADIUS
- RIBS
- SACRUM
- SCAPULA

Crossword Puzzle

By Drew

Toothpaste for Dinner

27- Conjunction;
28- Japanese form of
fencing;
29- Queue after Q;
31- Anonymous John;
32- Water lily;
33- Diciembre follower;
34- Bowler hat;
39- Family man;
40- Luges;
41- Acapulco aunt;
42- Available for a pass;
44- Dashboard abbr.;
48- Suffix with glob;
49- Entertained;
51- Main artery;
52- Dummy Mortimer;
54- One of a matching
pair;
55- Actress Russo;
56- Canadian gas brand;
57- Lots and lots;
59- Rejection power;
60- Actor Julia;
61- Buffalo’s county;
64- AFL partner;
65- Spring mo.;
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Health care law penalizes
young and healthy

M

arch 31 marked the enrollment deadline to sign
up for coverage through the federal health care
exchanges set up through Obama’s health care
reform law, the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act, more commonly known as Obam-

acare.
Under the law, individuals must carry health insurance
plans that meet federally mandated coverage guidelines. The
administration, which has yet to release the official enrollment numbers, is claiming to have signed up 8 million people
through the federal health care exchanges.
For the health care system to be viable, the administration
needs 38 percent of enrollees to be between the ages of 18 and
35. This is because those in the 18 to 35 age bracket will be
subsidizing the low-cost coverage the president guaranteed to
the elderly, those with pre-existing conditions and those who
primarily use catastrophic insurance.
Kathleen Sebelius, former Department of Health and Human Services secretary, recently announced via Twitter that
35 percent of the 8 million enrollees the White House is touting are under the age of 35.
This number is misleading, as it includes those who are
younger than 18 and are carried on their parents’ insurance
plans. Reports suggest the actual number of enrolled individuals who fall within the age demographic is 28 percent,
short of the percentage needed. This most likely means that
premiums, already high under the plans available through the
federal exchange, will probably increase yet again.
Many states refused to create exchanges, meaning many
are forced into buying a policy through the federal exchange.
And the policies there are a misleading numbers game. The
benefits are offset by incredibly high premiums, especially
for the young and healthy, termed “invincibles.”
This puts young people between Scylla and Charybdis.
One the one hand, it is now illegal to not carry health insurance, and those who don’t are subject to a hefty penalty. On
the other hand, the federally approved policies are expensive,
more so for invincibles than for other demographics.
The structure of the health care law penalizes young people simply for their age and relative good health. It puts economic restraints on those who are in not in a position to deal
with it. For the most part those within the 18 to 35 bracket
are either in or just out of college. They are not economically
stable. And even if they are, why should their efforts underwrite the costs of others? The health care law creates a system
that disincentivizes effort.
More than that, it perpetuates a system wherein society
feeds off the young. Because they have the longest lives and
the greatest chance to earn, they are penalized. And in doing
so, undermines their chance of ever gaining economic stability. In a generation, the current invincibles will be the ones
who need subsidies. This is a circuitous, cannibalistic system.
It is not only illogical but morally wrong.
The idea that individuals who are stable should have to
sacrifice some of their good fortune to those who are in a less
prosperous position is not novel. It is a collectivistic strain
of thought that the West has long shied from because at its
core, it is immoral, as any who has ever experienced the pride
of being able to get something for their efforts immediately
recognizes. The repudiation of such thinking ought to carry
through to the health care system.
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How I see the United States
Romany Melek
Not a long time ago, I received a comment from a
reader on one of my articles on
the U.S. foreign policy in the
Middle East, saying: “Egyptians and others should understand that we Americans are
accustomed to all sorts of accusations, but get quite tired of
being blamed for everything.”
People are just people
anywhere in the world. They
could be a bit more violent in
Libya, or more disciplined in
Japan, or even be funnier in
Egypt. But at the end of the
day, people are people. They
have in some ways nothing
to do with what their governments are doing.
Many peoples and societies are obsessed by the idea of
conspiracy which commonly
cannot be proven. The United
States has the lion’s share of
these conspiracies all over the
world.
Of course, many politicians in many countries, especially in the Middle East, use
the United States as a reason
for each and every problem in
their societies. I can bet that
the flag of the U.S. was burned
a hundred times in many countries. The name of the U.S. is
the most frequently used in

newspapers, talk shows, movies and even songs in all languages worldwide.
America is not responsible
for every problem that occurs,
but it is responsible for many
tragedies in many countries.
In Pakistan only since 2008,
the U.S. drones killed over
100 civilians, according to
Amnesty International. The
U.S. drone program under
President Obama reached its
fifth anniversary having tallied
up an estimated death toll of at
least 2,400 people, according
to the U.K.-based Bureau of
Investigative Journalism. It
is said that 14 civilians were
killed per terrorist, and of
course there would be a huge
controversy on how to define
a terrorist and support allegations of terrorism.
See how Iraq is since the
American invasion and compare it to the pre-invasion
Iraq. Check how many cases
of U.S. soldiers committed
crimes in countries where the
United States has a military
base.
Maybe this is what automatically happens when the
world becomes unipolar. The
U.S. is doing now what Hitler wanted to do when he felt

The attitudes and
views expressed
in the opinion
section are those
of their authors
only and do
not necessarily
represent the
views of
The Maine
Campus
or its staff.

he could and when he had the
power. The U.S. is doing it
differently though, in a more
modernized way — a jacket, a
tie, a laptop, satellites, drones
and good-looking faces in
shiny screens.
I understand that no one is
perfect and the Bible is not the
reference that governments
refer to when they make their
decisions. But the United
States keeps preaching about
human rights and this really
does not fit at all what I previously mentioned.
The U.S. pays attention to
human rights only inside the
U.S. Perhaps this is the significance behind having Guantanamo Bay Detention Camp
outside the U.S.
We are talking politics here,
not philosophy. The world is
not utopian. If the Egyptian
government, or any other government, had the power and
the opportunity of the U.S.,
they would do the same, or
even more.
It is proven that the United
States allied with the Islamists
in the 1980s when they had a
mutual enemy — the USSR.
The relationship between the
two was going well until the
new millennium; September

11 came to entirely destroy
this bond. Military strikes,
strong statements by George
W. Bush and many of the U.S.
military talking about a new
“crusade,” and people like
Terry Jones appeared on the
scene.
All the Arab leaders over
the past few decades were incredibly corrupt. The United
States did not care about that
simply because those corrupt
people used to be good and
obedient to their American
sponsor.
The Islamists came to
power in 2011-12. What do
Islamists want? Money? The
U.S. can provide that. Support? Nothing is easier than
that. In return, the Islamists
would rule their countries the
same as the old corrupts, sucking the blood of their own
people and, at the same time,
being obedient and serving
the interest of the U.S. in the
Middle East.
I can sincerely understand
that “Americans get quite
tired of being blamed for everything.” But a distinction
should be emphasized here:
the U.S. government is something while the U.S. people
are something else.

Thumbs up / Thumbs down
Summer
The Beach
Klay
Graduation
Double dough

Finals
Cults
Sports
Unemployment
Feta
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Fast times leave
manufacturers
below the mark

Spirit of Easter
season highlights dual
nature of values

A esthetics seem to be not appear so bland, then the same pitfalls. Some
the layman’s understand- the Dodge Viper would developers take too much
ing of the motor industry. carry far less significance. liberty with the powers of
Install the most impressive If the Dodge Dart were radical design and forget
and latest technologies in as attractive, it would be that there is such a thing
a vehicle and you will im- as though Angelina Jolie as too many lines. Unforpress a seasoned connois- had a twin sister. Sure, tunately, sometimes the
seur. But the average con- the world would be better opposite affliction takes
sumer will appreciate only off, but Angelina would hold.
the visible craftsmanship wind up with far fewer
T he Dodge Challenger
and reliability. Understand roles. However, exclusiv- is an excellent example of
that with the state of pres- ity is not the only factor combating progress. The
ent technology, to build an to take into consideration. muscle cars of the sixties
unreliable car is embar- Sometimes, poor judgment and seventies were indeed
rassing. Thus, appearance simply overwhelms tech- glorious, but they were of
remains. Buyers demand a nological capability.
the sixties and seventies.
certain type of craftsmanTake the Ford Escape, The old Mustang was simship and art in
ple and brutal
the car they seek.
because that
Boring or safe
was the only
designs will no
design possilonger do. Adble with sheet
vancements in
metal.
Now,
First of all, for a car to seem
mass production
most cars are
allow
compa- exotic, there must be a normal. If
made
with
nies to produce Ferrari is to succeed in becoming
plastic,
and
exotic looking
morons
can
a unique build, there must be a
vehicles without
bend
plastic
too much extra
in their baseHonda Accord to compare to.
ments
with
concern for cost.
hairdryers. It
Why, then, do
car manufacturis an incredibly
pliable
ers continue to
material; yet,
make unattractthe American
ive cars?
F irst of all, for
car
compaBrett Salter
a car to seem exnies continue
otic, there must
to
produce
be a normal. If
dinosaurs for
Ferrari is to succeed in for instance. It looks as the sake of nostalgia. The
becoming a unique build, though the designer took a new Corvette Stingray is a
there must be a Honda Ac- snapshot of an explosion, fantastic step in the right
cord to compare to. If all cut it in half, and made it direction for GM; hopeproduction cars looked symmetrical. It does sound fully they can bring the
like doppelgangers of the exciting, but, in practice, it Camaro up to date as well.
beautiful 458 Italia, Ferra- is a confusing, disappoint- My advice to classic car
ri would have no business ing mass of shiny plastic. fanatics: buy a classic car.
asking for $200,000 for a The front end is gaping, The Charger may appeal to
vehicle. Exclusivity is in- the sides do not give a your old school sentimencredibly important when clear sense of direction, talities, but stop looking
making an expensive car, and the rear end expands for a modern production of
especially in house. Take like a bloated carcass. The old classics. Satisfy yourthe new, obsequious Dodge Porsche Panamera and selves with the genuine
Dart, for instance. If it did Hyundai Veloster suffer article.

These are the times that just law these are only a and cares of this life…But
try men’s souls. The Easter few examples of the distin- stay awake at all times,
season is one of quiet intro- guished spiritual sons sired praying that you may have
spection and muted sorrow. by Christ.
strength to escape all these
In America, this ideol- things that are going to take
It is the setting of twilight
over the human spirit. But, ogy is the apex of a dream. place” (Luke 22:34-36).
This is a nation built on
even in the deepest night,
There is a duality bewhere peril seems to lurk in an ideal of ultimate good tween the struggle against
every shadow, the promise that can only be purchased evil and the attainment of an
of the sun’s purifying light through wholly meritorious ideal. It is plainly written in
efforts.
brings hope.
Scripture, for only through
But the attainment of suffering could Jesus attain
The agony of Jesus’s trial and crucifixion embod- that ultimate value, whether his birthright. Similarly,
ies the murky terrors of the corporeal or spiritual, does there is a duality to value.
night’s bleak obscurity and not come cheaply since, as Without a negative value to
his miraculous resurrection Thomas Paine once wrote, stand in contrast, a positive
is the sudden dawning of “Tyranny, like hell, is not value is meaningless. There
easily conquered.”
morning.
is no light without darkTyranny is the rule of dis- ness, no good without evil.
Easter is the celebration
of indomitable, irrepress- honesty. It is what reigned As Thomas Paine wrote,
ible spirit
“’Tis dearovercoming
ness only
ultimate evil
that gives
in its pursueverything
ance of ultiits value.”
mate good.
Wo u l d
The story of Christ is the patronage f r e e d o m
The
story
of Christ is
and justice
for a long line of indefatigable
compelling
be valued
individualists whose stories loom
because it
so highly
is the story
if it did
large from the annals of history.
of a man’s
not
have
indomitable
so high a
spirit,
his
price? Yes,
unyielding
it is grim to
stand for ulthink that
timate good
freedom
Katherine Revello
against an
has
been
oppressive
bought in
state and a dishonest peo- when Pontius Pilate allowed blood, both in the context
Jesus, whom he believed to of America and the salvaple.
The story of Christ is the be innocent, be sacrificed. tion of the soul. But it is
patronage for a long-line of It is what reigned when the precisely an examination of
indefatigable individualists multitudes chose the life of the implications of this that
whose stories loom large Barabbas, a murderer, over breeds love of meritorious
Jesus. And it is what daily ideals and efforts.
from the annals of history.
Simon de Montfort, who reigns when values are fritAnd, so long as the dufought for democracy and tered away through equivo- ality of values exists, and
equal application of the law cation and laziness.
engenders a contemplative
Jesus himself warned process that leads to a spirin a time when the law was
rooted in a caste system against this, saying, “watch itual striving to absolutely
of blood and Llywelyn ap yourself lest your hearts be uphold absolute ideas, evil,
Gruffydd, last true prince weighed down with dis- though it exists, cannot win
of Wales and warrior for sipation and drunkenness outright.

Jesus’ resurrection demands more than ambivalence
This past Sunday many
people celebrated that Jesus rose from the dead
— proving his claims true,
defeating death and laying demands on the world.
This has infinite implications that demand a careful consideration: What are
the objections to the resurrection? How are they answered? And how must we
respond?
The original objection
was made by the Jewish
authorities. They claimed
Jesus’ disciples had stolen
his body and fabricated the
resurrection. But the tomb
was guarded by Roman
soldiers, and at the time of
his death his disciples were
scattered and scared. Peter,
one of the leaders of the
disciples, when asked by
a servant girl denied even
knowing Jesus. Instead of
defending Christ, his followers holed up in a room
with the doors locked for

fear that they too would
soon be punished as insurrectionists or blasphemers.
They were in no mood for
staging a resurrection conspiracy, announcing that
Jesus was alive, and then
launching a campaign to
convert the entire known
world with that claim.
However, in a few days that
is exactly what they would
be doing, though it would
cost them their lives.
Some argue that the
Romans moved the body.
However, Rome did not
welcome Christianity, and
would have gladly ended it
had it been able. If they had
the body, they could have
produced it and immediately stopped Christianity.
This never happened.
Others claim that Jesus’
resurrection was a collective hallucination. This is
untenable because of the
multiple people, places,
and times Jesus appeared

after his death. There were
more than 70 witnesses,
who saw the resurrected
Jesus at different times and

death and resurrection appeared while those who
knew him were still alive,
and no one argued with it,

Unless someone knows all
things in all space and all time,
then he cannot claim anything
is impossible. By definition, God
is omniscient and omnipotent.
Thus, resurrection is impossible
unless God decides otherwise:
and it seems he has.

Seth Dorman
places over the course of
several weeks.
Additionally, the definitive account of Jesus’ life,

Love us? Hate us?
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Letters to the editor should be 300 words, concise and clearly
written. If applicable, include your academic year. Send all submissions to opinion@mainecampus.com. Submissions may be edited for
length, clarity and style. Anonymous letters will not be published.
Opinion pieces should be roughly 650 words and clearly written. Include your name, year and major. Submissions should be
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opinion@mainecampus.com.

because it was exactly as
they had seen it happen. If
you are going to write propaganda, you wait until the

people who can contradict
you are dead. The non-canonical gospels didn’t appear until after those who
knew Jesus personally had
all died, between the second and fourth centuries.
Matthew, Mark, Luke and
John all appeared — and
were widely accepted and
distributed — within the
first century A.D.
Finally, the claim that
Jesus did not rise from the
dead because resurrection
is impossible is a claim
that presumes omniscience.
Unless someone knows
all things in all space and
all time, then he cannot
claim anything is impossible. By definition, God
is omniscient and omnipotent. Thus, resurrection
is impossible unless God
decides otherwise: and it
seems he has.
This has massive implications. Because Jesus
rose from the dead, his

words are proven true. His
resurrection validates everything he said. There is
hope because he said, “I
am the resurrection and
the life. Whoever believes
in me, though he die, yet
shall he live, and everyone
who lives and believes in
me shall never die” (John
11:25-26). Because he rose
from the dead, death itself
has been defeated through
him. Simultaneously, there
is a demand. We cannot
remain ambivalent or apathetic towards him. He demands that we sacrifice our
perceived autonomy and
find our greatest joy in God
himself. We cannot live as
we want without consequence, because he determines reality. In light of
Jesus’ resurrection, life is
charged with both infinite
hope and infinite danger,
demanding more than ambivalence in our consideration of him.

WA NT TO
W RITE?
The Maine Campus is hiring!
The student newspaper of the University of Maine is looking
for writers interested in contributing to the Opinion section.
Contact Opinion Editor Katherine Revello
on FirstClass for more information!
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Todd Terje,
‘It’s Album Time’
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Film Review:
‘Transcedence’
Thought provoking premise, lackluster pacing

After good career, Norwegian releases fantastic debut EP
Derrick Rossignol
Editor In Chief

Social get-togethers in
our neck of the woods primarily bump modern kickclap-kick-clap hits or nostalgia tunes from pre-college
years, but Todd Terje’s debut
LP would do just as well at
ushering in an upbeat spring
while bringing indie cred
that most party playlists are
sorely lacking.
The Norwegian Terje has
been active for a good part of
the last decade or so, but has
yet to produce a full-length
release. His singles and live
performances have served
him well enough, but as Terje seems to realize, it really
is album time.
Terje’s
well-received
2012 jam “Inspector Norse”
brings up the rear of his first
album, which is an interesting move because it would
have served just as well as
an opener. It would have
been an easy: Indie followers would have been able to
walk in and hang their hat on
something they already know
and trust the quality of.
The near-7-minute track
is thumping and whimsical, a
sturdy rhythmic skeleton with
strong muscles that contract,
expand and let it move forward. It is what good dance
music should be: the rhythm
is constant and propelling
so you can move and work
your backside without worrying about keeping up, but
if you’re resting your posterior, it sounds just as good,
if not better, with a pair of
worthwhile audio equipment
and an attentive ear.
Based on that description
and what has already been
said, putting this gem as the
first item on the bill would
have been a supremely effective move. It seems, however, that Terje didn’t want
to cruise by on what he accomplished two years ago.
What ends up happening
on “It’s Album Time” is that
instead of it being the main
feature, “Inspector Norse” is
something of an afterthought.
If “It’s Album Time” is your
closet, “Inspector Norse” is

Warner Bros. Pictures

Kyle Hadyniak

Olsen Records
the pair of pants you haven’t
worn in a while that has
a forgotten $20 bill in the
pocket. The primary product
is so satisfying that by the
time you near the end, you
forgot all about what might
be the best part.
That says something about
the strength of the cuts preceding “Inspector Norse.”
“Swing Star, Pt. 1” and
“[...] Pt. 2” also appear on
“It’s the Arps,” the 2012 EP
that’s the original home of
“Inspector Norse,” which
are also highlights that were
placed near the end to avoid
imposing upon the newer
material. If treated as one
composition, “Swing Star”
is a longer and less immediate but equally satisfying
counterpart to its shorter
comrades, something akin
to what Phoenix did on their
most recent two albums with
“Love Like a Sunset” and
“Bankrupt!”
To carry on with making
it all about the “It’s the Arps”
tracks, it would seem an interesting — perhaps bizarre
— move to include two 2year-old, previously released
tracks on a new album. But
after getting used to them as
part of the tracklist and actually listening, it’s clear they
are contemporaries to the
newer songs, cast from the
same mold.
That’s not to say the new

tracks show Terje stuck in a
creative rut where he is unable to do anything new.
If anything, “It’s the Arps”
was a tease that left more to
be wanted and “It’s Album
Time” is the fulfillment of
that desire. Cuts like “Delorean Dynamite” and “Strandbar” are fresh and exciting,
exploring new ground while
not straying too far away
from their forefathers.
There is an important difference between “It’s Album
Time” and contemporary
dance music. Today’s getup-and-move hits are great
at making listeners... well,
get up and move. But when
less kinetic energy is in
play, there is far less life in
the songs. They thrive when
scoring physical activity.
That’s not a terrible thing:
they serve a single purpose
and serve it well.
Terje’s latest batch of
sounds, however, is versatile.
It can work perfectly in that
setting, but can also be enjoyed by the less coordinated
and rhythmically inclined.
It’s a dance album. It’s
more than that, too.

Grade: B+

For The Maine Campus
Unlike many movies,
“Transcendence” boldly and
bluntly expresses a singular
theme, instead of tiptoeing
around sensitive ideas in an
attempt to seem multifaceted
or overly intelligent.
While the quality of
“Transcendence’s”
actual
cinematic elements is debatable, there is no doubt writer
Jack Paglen has offered an
extremely thought-provoking premise. However, an
excellent story is only part of
what makes a good movie,
and, conversely, “Transcendence” lacks in terms of pacing and actor quality.   
Firmly rooted in sciencefiction, yet still plausible
in today’s technology-centric world, Paglen has presented the audience with a
smart, argumentative script.
Dr. Will Caster, played by
Johnny Depp, is a pioneer in
the world of artificial intelligence, but when an anti-technology terrorist group tries
to kill him, Caster agrees to
let his wife, Evelyn, and coworker Max Waters upload
his conscience to the internet
in order to create the most
sophisticated AI ever created. Evelyn and Waters are
played by Rebecca Hall and
Paul Bettany, respectively.
Ultimately, “Transcendence” asks us whether
technology is helpful to the
human race, or will it eventually take over our human-

ity? The movie is effective
in presenting both sides of
the issue, with Caster representing both technology’s
potential, such as healing the
sick and cleaning the environment, and its detrimental
effects on humanity.
Depp is strong, as usual,
in his role, portraying a raw,
synthetic version of Caster,
as well as the character preAI. In particular, his performance at the film’s conclusion is noteworthy for his
believability and emotional
draw. Hall, however, is unfortunately wooden and weak
compared to Depp; Hall’s
most emotional scenes, such
as when she must assumingly
kill her husband in the movie’s second act, is noticeably
dull and unconvincing.
Kate Mara, who plays the
movie’s main antagonist,
Bree, is a decent choice for
the role, as Mara offers a deceivingly menacing performance. Morgan Freeman and
Cillian Murphy help round
out the cast, offering nothing
more than solid supporting
roles. Having Hall as a decidedly weak link is unfortunate, as “Transcendence”
otherwise offers a serviceable, well-rounded cast.
The movie should be
faulted for its slower first and
second acts. It simply takes
too much time for the real
crux of the movie, the difference between “real” and
“fake” humanity, to present
itself. As such, some pivotal
scenes aren’t given enough

time to play out; as a result,
many emotional moments
don’t land as they should.
One of these moments
turn out to be quite important in the movie’s third act,
which makes this diluted
pace even more unfortunate.
Despite this flaw, the film’s
final 40 minutes are paced
much more effectively, allowing the movie’s climax
to build to a tense, emotional
finale.
While not as structurally
sound as its script, “Transcendence” is a science-fiction story of epic proportions. Offering solid debate
on the topic of artificial intelligence and its impact on
humanity, “Transcendence”
is eerily applicable to today’s
society. With relatively basic
virtual intelligences available today, such as Apple’s
Siri or Microsoft’s Cortana,
one can’t help but apply
“Transcendence’s” message
to the current state of technology.
With that perspective,
“Transcendence”
doesn’t
seem too farfetched, making
it as much a social commentary as a technological one.
No matter its flaws, however, “Transcendence” is worth
the admission price, as it is
thought-provoking.

Grade: B

Video Game Review:
‘Naval Strike’
Solid content blighted by technical glitches
Kyle Hadyniak

For The Maine Campus
“Naval Strike” is “Battlefield 4’s” third piece of
downloadable content, offering the same number of
new maps, game modes,
assignments, weapons, gadgets, vehicles and achievements as its predecessors.
As its name suggests, “Naval
Strike” focuses on waterbased combat, accented by
its new game mode, “Carrier
Assault.” This unique focus
offers its own pros and cons,
and while there is nothing
necessarily wrong with the
DLC content itself, “Naval
Strike’s” main vice lies in its
horrible technical woes.
The primary draw of
“Naval Strike” is “Carrier
Assault,” a hybrid of “Conquest and Rush.” Designed
as a callback to “Battlefield
2142’s Titan Mode,” players
must capture various points
around the map to damage
the other team’s aircraft carrier. Once the enemy carrier’s health has been depleted,
the massive ship is subjected

to boarding. After destroying two vital sections of the
ship, the defending team is
defeated. “Carrier Assault”
proves to be frantic and fun;
attempting to board the enemy carrier and the subsequent close-quarters combat
offers a welcome contrast to
“Naval Strike’s” massive, inter-island combat.
Somewhat
disappointingly, watching incoming
missiles impact the enemy
carrier is underscored by
weak explosion effects; each
fiery explosion features poor
textures and animation, taking the player out of the
otherwise engaging mode.
Additionally, it feels like a
missed opportunity that developer DICE didn’t include
jet combat in any of the new
maps, as “Naval Strike’s”
wide-open terrain and carrier presence would make jet
combat completely logical
and welcome.
While previous “Battlefield 4” DLC maps feature
varied environments, “Naval Strike’s” four new maps
focus solely on sunny South

Pacific combat. Each map
features numerous islands
and interweaving rivers, appropriate considering the
plentiful water-based attack
craft at the player’s disposal.
This monotony is disrupted
only by one or two different
buildings or landscape formations, making “Operation
Mortar,” “Wave Breaker,”
“Nansha Strike” and “Lost
Island” repetitive and indistinct.
With that said, there are
two map differences worth
noting; first, “Operation Mortar” is somewhat distinctive
due to a sizable castle ruin at
the map’s center. Stationed
around this castle are four
old-fashioned cannons, the
use of which earn the player
an achievement. Second,
“Wave Breaker” contains an
abandoned submarine base
within a mountain, adding a welcomed distraction
from the map’s island-hopping nature. Other than these
few dissimilarities, “Naval
Strike” falters in map design
where it’s previous DLC excelled.

Electronic Arts
Talking about “Battlefield
4’s” technical issues at this
point is like beating a dead
horse; network troubles, animation glitches and player
discontent have been extensively covered by countless
publications since the game’s
release. However, “Naval
Strike” needs to be especially criticized for its poor
technical performance. Over
the course of 3 hours thus
far, this reviewer had been
unable to play a single match
without moderate-to-severe
lag and a plethora of visual
and audio glitches. Ground
textures disappearing, frame

rate drops, and audio blackouts happen far too frequently, often making “Naval
Strike” extremely frustrating
to play. For the game’s sake,
developer DICE needs to issue a patch to correct this, as
in its current state, “Naval
Strike” is hard to recommend
even to hardcore players.
“Naval Strike,” in theory,
contains more of the same
intense, varied and engaging
combat players have come to
expect from the game. The
new map additions, while repetitive, are rendered beautifully, and the new game
mode is a refreshing combi-

nation of current “Battlefield
4” game modes. No matter
how good “Naval Strike’s”
content is, though, the fact
that there are horrendous and
inexcusable technical issues
makes this particular batch
of DLC hard to recommend.
Once DICE addresses these
frustrating, nearly gamebreaking problems, players will find “Naval Strike”
worth its $15 price point.

Grade: C
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Adapted Swim and Gym An early hit from
celebrates 30 years
the Coen Brothers
Danielle Walczak
Staff Writer

Miranda is 9 years old.
She loves the color pink.
She loves coloring. She
loves art. She does not like
exercising. Physical activity
is a matter of uncertainty for
the adapted physical education participant.
Miranda would shut down
at the prospect of running
backwards. She’d move to
the corner of the MAC court
in the New Balance Student
Recreation Center. She did
not want to go through an
obstacle course. In her mind
she couldn’t do it, and therefore, she wouldn’t try.
This was until her instructor, Holly Stewart, a
third-year exercise science
major, discovered the power
of pictures.
“We had a breakthrough
day when I got all the pictures together and had the
visual aid.”
Stewart printed photos showing activities like
“kicking” and “running.”
She showed Miranda the
visual plan ahead of time,
and it worked. Miranda ran
backwards.
“She needs to see things
as opposed to me telling or
demonstrating,”
Stewart
said.
To get Miranda, who has
high-functioning
autism,
warmed up, Stewart runs
with her student to different
stations where they pretended to jump like a kangaroo
or swim like a shark.
“It teaches you to adapt
to situations,” Stewart said
of her class. Developmental
motor and aquatics laboratory teaches adaption in more
ways than one.
Adapted Physical Education, more conversationally known as “swim and
gym,” is a required class for
all kinesiology and physical education students at
the University of Maine.
Each college class member
is paired with a student who
has a mental or intellectual
disability ranging from autism to ADHD. Students
range from age 3 to 30.
Each partnership is different. Each is unique, just like
the class.
In Adapted P.E., students
manipulate the environments of the gym and pool
to help their partner partici-

pate in physical activity just
as any other student would.
“I think it was that the dynamic interaction between
the person, the task and the
environment. I’m not going
to change your physiology,”
said Steve Butterfield, the
class instructor. “I’m not going to change you. But I’m
going to change the environment and the task so you can
participate better. That core
principle has stood the test
of time.”
This Maine Day will conclude the 30th year of swim
and gym, a class Butterfield
began when he arrived at
UMaine.
“When I went to college,
I wanted to be the world’s
greatest basketball coach,
but that wasn’t in the cards,”
he said. Butterfield got a job
at a school for the deaf as a
gym teacher and basketball
coach.
When the deinstitutionalization of special education
laws was passed, suddenly
Butterfield’s classes were
filled with people who had
multiple disabilities. Realizing his own unpreparedness,
he decided to “retool.” After
attending graduate school at
Ohio State, he returned to his
deep roots in New England,
got a job at UMaine and
swim and gym was born.
Adapted P.E. is an opportunity for students in kinesiology and physical education to glean skills that will
help them in whatever field
they work in — “real world”
skills, as many people involved in the class refer to
them.
“I truly believe that all
good physical education is
adapted. Whether you’re
working with someone with
a severe disability or a gifted athlete,” Butterfield said.
“Principles of adapted physical education are kind of
universal. And if you master
that, you can see that and
apply that. Whether you’re
a coach, athletic trainer,
teacher.”
Each pairing is unique —
Butterfield labors over the
right groupings. He believes
each student has an “Aha”
moment at a different time.
For Stewart and her student,
that breakthrough came with
visual aids.
“When I see [Miranda
having] fun and enjoying
things she said she wasn’t

going to like — seeing her
do things she thinks she
can’t — [it] is really rewarding,” Stewart said.
The moment is typical and a common occurrence among Butterfield’s
students, whom he said go
through five stages throughout the class: first, fear, apprehension and uncertainty;
next, anger at their instructor. Then comes the third
stage where they “figure it
out and become competent.”
Fourth is confidence. “They
get their kid and clipboard
[and] go to work”, and finally the fifth step is ownership, “where [college students] start referring to them
as ‘my kid.’”
“What comes out of it?
The change, because my students change more than the
kids they serve,” Butterfield
said. “They change a lot”
However, for participants
in swim and gym, it means
more than gym class.
Bryce Kennedy, 29, has
participated in swim and
gym since he was in high
school and describes the
class in one word: helpful.
“And I’ll tell you why,”
he said. “If it wasn’t for everyone here, I don’t know
where I’d be. The college
students devote their time
and effort to be with people
who have special needs.”
For Lynn Farber, a Greenhouse Nursery School aide
who comes with the participants, the class is all about
altering perspectives.
Farber said people approach her and comment on
how much taller Bryce is
standing, both physically —
he’s been working on lifting
upper and lower body with
his college student partner
— and emotionally.
“They say, ‘I can’t believe
how much straighter he’s
walking.’ It’s about teaching
the individual what’s important in their life,” Farber
said.
It’s connections like this
that string together the class’
existence and impact not
only the college students’
lives but the community as
well.
“I don’t think any of the
students ever forget or lose
sight of [the experience],
which is a huge gift Steve’s
been giving, and he’s been
giving this gift for 30-plus
years,” Farber said.

The 2014 Pulitzer
Prize Feature finalists
Column

Cameron Paquette
News Editor

Upon scanning the list of
Pulitzer Prize winners for
2014 I noticed one glaring
omission: no award had been
given for feature writing. Although the other categories
have plenty of gravitas, feature writing really provides
that glimpse into humanity that hard news and even
photography can’t quite
manage.
Assuming that the reason
for this travesty was due to
indecision on the part of the
judges, I browsed through
the finalists and ended up
reading each of them.
“The Girl in the Closet”
by Scott Farwell — for The
Dallas Morning News
This told the story of
Lauren Kavanaugh and the
hell that she went through at
the hands of her biological
mother and stepfather, who
sexually,
psychologically
and physically abused her
for six years.
The descriptions and
firsthand accounts of what
Lauren looked like when she
was found as well as the testimony of her adoptive parents serve to both break the
readers heart and demonize

the biological mother, who
went against every natural
parental instinct in the torture of her daughter.
The magic of this story
is in the way Lauren has recovered from the abuse and,
despite being severely developmentally handicapped,
risen to be a fairly normal
young woman.
My one gripe with the
story is the repetitiveness.
The story is told in multiple
chapters that were published
at different times, meaning that each chapter has an
element of review so that a
reader who didn’t read the
previous chapters has some
reference. Although this may
have been a good idea, it
makes the story repetitive at
times when read in one sitting.
“The Manhunt for
Christopher Dorner” by
Christopher Goffard, Joel
Rubin and Kurt Streeter
— for the Los Angeles
Times
This should have been the
winner in my opinion.
The Christopher Dorner
manhunt was plastered all
over national news for a week
last year and left the state of
California trembling right up
until its fiery end. Although
the story seems scary enough
from the national coverage,
the amount of in depth detail

and anecdotal style of this
story really hits the sense of
fear and confusion home.
This story follows an exact timeline of the events
from the perspectives of law
enforcement, their families
and civilians who either
witnessed attacks or were
confronted by Dorner while
he was on the run. The pace
of the story is particularly
noticeable, as each chapter
ramps up in intensity and
always ends with gripping,
staccato lines.
“The Course of Their
Lives” by Mark Johnson
— for the Journal Sentinel
This story describes a
group of medical students
and their first foray into the
morgue to dissect human
cadavers. First thoughts
are that the story would be
graphic in detail of the procedures involved. However,
very early on it is apparent
that this isn’t the case.
The story delves both into
the feelings and reasoning
behind the medical students’
decision to follow this career
path and the distinct honor
that they hold for the people
who donated their corpses.
It also delves into the former lives of the cadavers,
describing their thoughts of
what would happen to their
bodies and why they decided
to donate for science.

Column
The Coen Brothers have
been staples as writers and
directors in the film industry
since the late 1980s. They are
responsible
f o r
popular
movies like
“The
B i g
Lebowsk i , ”
Netflix
“ N o
Theatre
CounBy Josh Deakin
try for
O l d
Men” and the 2010 remake
of “True Grit” starring Jeff
Bridges. In 1996, they created
the black comedy “Fargo.”
“Fargo” was made on a
relatively small budget of $7
million. It was a huge hit at
the box office where it took in
more than $60 million. It was
released on March 8, 1996
as well as being released at
various film festivals. At the
widely known Cannes Film
Festival, it won the prize for
Best Director. It also went
to the Academy Awards and

won for Best Actress as well
as Writing Original Screenplay.
The film stars “Boardwalk
Empire” star Steve Buscemi
as well as William H. Macy of
the television series “Shameless.” The film is about a middle-aged car salesman named
Jerry, played by Macy, who
is desperate for money. His
family has no idea of their financial troubles and he would
like to keep it that way. He
resorts to drastic measures.
Jerry is very much aware that
his father in-law is “well off,”
so he devises a plan. He decides to stage a kidnapping
of his wife. He would hire
the kidnappers, one of whom
is played by Steve Buscemi,
and then when the ransom
was paid, he would collect.
It would have been the
perfect plan, but the kidnappers are clearly not professionals. When the kidnappers’
car gets pulled over for not
having a license plate, things
get messy. A triple homicide
— not in the original plan —
derails things and gets more
police involved including Police Chief Marge Gunderson,
who is pregnant.
Since its release, the
film has gained an immense
amount of popularity. For the

movie’s 10th anniversary in
March of 2006, a film festival
held in Fargo, N.D. decided
to have a showing of Fargo
outside by projecting it onto
the side of the city’s tallest
building. The ritual was done
a second time for the 15th anniversary. Also in 2006, the
film was inducted into the
United States National Film
Registry for preservation.
The film has been subject
to two separate television
shows. The first was made in
1997, but it never got past the
pilot stage. It featured none
of the original cast, but the
character of Marge Gunderson was featured in it. The
Coen brothers also had no
involvement with that pilot. The second attempt at a
television series premiered
last week on April 15, 2014.
This series was announced
to be a limited series rather
than a straight-forward television show. It will have a ten
episode run extending into
the summer of 2014. It stars
Billy Bob Thornton, Martin
Freeman and Colin Hanks.
The series also features the
Coen brothers serving as executive producers. The series
takes place 19 years after the
original did and has received
a positive response.

Albums to check out
over the summer
Column
Every year, the battle for
the song of the summer rages.
Last year, the winner was Daft
Punk’s “Get Lucky” and/or
Robin Thicke’s “Blurred
Lines,” depending on who
you ask.
T h i s
summ e r ’s
anthem
may not
h a v e
e v e n
made
itself
known
How I Hear It
yet, unBy Derrick
l e s s
Rossignol
Pharrell’s
“Happy” uninhibited joy gives
it enough staying power.
This isn’t the only unanswered music-related question
about this summer. This is my
last column of the semester, so
what are you, the reader, going to do without it for the next
four months? Who will you go
to read about meals based on
certain albums or why country
and hardcore music isn’t as bad
as you may think?
I understand how central a
part of your life How I Hear It
is, so I won’t leave you hanging. In fact, I’m going to give
you some summer homework.
Listed below are a few albums
that, for various benefits and
reasons, you should listen to.
You should listen to Swim
Deep’s “Where The Heaven
Are We” because...

...it can be the album of your
summer. There is an undeniable airiness to it. It is Grade-A
pop music that represents the
carefree vibe of ’90s Britpop
at its finest, but with modern
influences. Swim Deep has
much of the spirit of Oasis
and The Verve in their primes,
which is nothing but a huge
compliment. Most every track
on this well-rounded album is
instantly catchy and forever
summer-y. There are plenty
of highlights, but if you’re not
compelled to listen to “Honey”
40 times in a row — especially
after watching the nostalgiainducing video — there is no
helping you.
You should listen to Lady
GaGa’s “ARTPOP” because...
...there is good in pop music
if you give it a chance. Sure,
most pop records are singles
you can’t escape surrounded by
time-killers, but “ARTPOP” is
legitimately a fantastic album.
The problem it faced was that
mainstream publications like
Rolling Stone and NME didn’t
particularly care for it, while
GaGa is too prominent a figure
for indie sites like Pitchfork to
seriously consider — Pitchfork
actually ignored the album
completely and did not review
it. “Aura,” “Venus” and “Mary
Jane Holland” are superior to
the record’s singles, save for
“Applause,” which disproves
my theory that an album’s lead
single is never its actual best
song.
You should listen to Capsule’s “CAPS LOCK” be-

cause...
...you miss out on a lot of
great stuff by only listening domestically. America is the pop
culture capital of the world, but
like how Washington, D.C. is
only part of the United States,
American and other Englishlanguage music represents a
fraction of what is out there.
Capsule is a Japanese electronic duo that has been at it for a
while and, from what I gather,
is held in decently high esteem
at home. I’ve always thought
of “CAPS LOCK” as a spiritual sibling to Alt-J’s “An Awesome Wave”: They don’t sound
that similar, but their structure
and the impression they leave
is similar in a way I’m not adequately able to explain.
You should listen to Orchestral Manoeuvres in the
Dark’s “Dazzle Ships” because...
...it’s from before you were
born, it’s one of the weirder album’s you’ll ever hear and it’s
fantastic. OMD followed up a
largely successful record with
this bizarre half hour set that
really put people off. The problem was that it was ahead of
its time, as it has been retroactively hailed as an overlooked
masterpiece. Listen to single
“Telegraph” and you can see
how it might not have been appreciated then, but the delicate
synths and growling, wailing
and catchy vocals make the
tune an oddball earworm anybody with a penchant for the
charmingly unusual will appreciate.
Those are your assignments,
now get studying.
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Student symphony performs at CCA
Jocelyn Nerney

For The Maine Campus
On Thursday, April 17,
the University of Maine
School of Performing Arts
held a symphonic band
concert at the Collins Center for the Arts from 7:30 to
9:30 pm.
UMaine’s concert and
symphonic bands performed in the concert. Dana
Ross directed the concert
band and Christopher G.
White directed the symphonic band.
The concert band performed first. The first song
they played had a constantly changing tempo, going
from fast to slow and from
soft to loud.
The second song sounded pretty with bells, clarinets, flutes and drums. The
next song, “Amazing Grace
for Concert Band,” was familiar to the audience and
sounded sweet and delicate.
The fourth song had a
dark mood with the drums,
trumpets and trombones.
Their last song sounded
like a happy, peppy marching band song. The audience graciously applauded
the concert band for their
great work on stage.
After a brief intermission, the symphonic band
came on stage with a smaller amount of people than
the concert band. Their first
song had a strong booming beginning and had a
spooky, oriental sound. The
second song was more gentle, sweet, and charming.
On the third song, the

UMaine Concert Band played their spring performance in the Collins Center for the Arts Thursday evening.

light and happy “Concerto
for Bb Cornet or Trumpet,”
fourth-year music performance major Blake Peachy
played a wonderful trumpet
solo. The crowd could not
get enough of his performance.
The next song had

strong, booming trumpets
and cymbals that filled the
auditorium with upbeat and
loud music. The fifth song,
a Korean folk song, started
off calmly with the help of
the clarinets, then the flutes
added more gentleness to
the song. It then became

faster with lots of percussion. The Korean influence
was easy to hear in the
song.
Some folk songs, “Country Gardens” and “Shepherd’s Hey,” were played
afterwards. The songs featured a lot of woodwind

Christie Edwards - Staff Photographer

instruments, like flutes and
clarinets, and were very upbeat.
The second-to-last song
was smooth and pretty. The
last song for the night had
a strong and loud opening
with piercing drums, clapping and whistling from

the band members. It began
to sound almost jazzy and
picked up its tempo.
The audience gave the
symphonic band a standing
ovation. The band played
“The Maine Stein Song”
so everyone could clap and
sing along.

End of an era for Maynard F. Jordan Planetarium
Cameron Paquette
News Editor

The Maynard F. Jordan
Planetarium hosted its penultimate show, “Origins of
Life,” on Friday, April 18 as
focus shifts to the new Emera
Observatory. The planetarium, which has served as an
educational tool for students
and the public since 1954,
will be turned into office and
storage space for other departments, such as Student
Records.
“It’s worth noting [the
planetarium] is coming to
an end after 60 years. It’s
the end of [one] era and the
beginning of another,” said
Alan Davenport, planetarium director and observatory
coordinator for the Maynard
F. Jordan Planetarium. “[The
planetarium] is a shadow of
what we’re going to have.”
The age of the planetari-

um and all of the equipment
within it was a major reason
for the construction of the
Emera Observatory, which
will have state of the art technology that will allow for
both better observation of the
night sky as well as a more
visually immersive viewing
experience for planetarium
shows.
The current planetarium
was built in 1954 and houses a telescope that is a century old. The dome used for
planetarium shows is also
dwarfed by the new facility and relies on a central
projection system, dotingly
named “Franklin” by the
planetarium staff.
“[The planetarium] hasn’t
been able to advance with
the industry and technology,” Davenport said. “The
new facility will have new
technology, it’ll be a very
valuable tool.”

The Emera Observatory in early stages of construction.

Located at the intersection of Rangeley Road and
Long Road, the $5.2 million
Emera Observatory project
was partially funded by an
anonymous donation of $3
million, with an additional
$1 million coming from Emera Corporation as a naming
gift. The plans for the planetarium design were laid out
by architects WBRC and
Kasian, while Nickerson &
O’Day Inc. were in charge of
construction.
The new observatory will have a number of
high-tech features. Some
of these include a new 20inch PlaneWave CDK 20
telescope which will allow
students to do astrophotography, a first for the UMaine
campus, as well as a 33-foot
diameter dome with a high
resolution projection system
that can mimic the night sky
without the need for the cen-

tral projection system that
the Maynard F. Jordan Planetarium uses.
“There’s going to be a
steep learning curve with the
new technology. I’m glad
I’ve got good students that
can help figure it all out,”
Davenport said.
There will also be a parking lot lighting system that
will light up red to help people using the telescope to retain better night vision.
“[The parking lot would
be] a great place to have a
Halloween party [with the red
lights],” Davenport joked.
Construction of the observatory began in the fall of
2013 and is due to be complete by the beginning of
next semester. Although he
is excited to begin anew at
the Emera Observatory, Davenport has fond memories of
the planetarium, where he
has been presenting shows

File Photo

and educating for over 30
years.
“It’s a blend of different
jobs that are interesting. It’s
fun, it’s colorful,” Davenport
said.
Davenport
particularly
enjoys the educational aspect
of the planetarium shows,
and especially likes to teach
kids who come in as part of
school groups.
“[Young kids] are learning and they’re interested,”
Davenport said. “We do a lot
for school groups.”
The new Emera Observatory will have the same programs and outreach as the
old planetarium and will also
offer shows on a larger and

more elaborate scale. Davenport also hopes that the capabilities of the dome’s digital
visualization system can be
used for interdisciplinary
purposes rather than being
limited to astronomical displays.
“Origins of Life,” a show
which examines the history
of life on this planet as well
as the search for life on other
planets, will be shown one
more time before the Maynard F. Jordan Planetarium
closes. The final show will
take place on Friday, April
25. Cost for tickets is $3 per
person, with students gaining
free admission with a MaineCard.
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Men lead the way
at Holy Cross
Look to continue results at
Penn Relays next week.
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Dallas
San Antonio
Charlotte
Miami
Washington
Chicago

NBA

85
90
88
99
102
93

NHL

Philadelphia
New York Rangers
Detroit
Boston
Tampa Bay
Montreal

4
2
1
4
2
3
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A cause for impeachment?
What should the NHL do about
its lackluster commissioner?
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Softball stifles Husson, drops three to Stony Brook
Black Bears fifth in America East through 14 games

Haley Johnston • Photo Editor

Anthony Panciocco
and Jacob Posik
The University of Maine
softball team dropped three
of four games this past week
to fall to 15-16 on the season.
Their sweep at the hands of
America East powerhouse
Stony Brook University dips
their conference record to 6-8
in 2014.
The Black Bears return to
action next weekend when they
face off in a three-game set
against conference foe Binghamton University that begins
April 26 at noon. UMaine will
honor its seniors on Senior Day
during Sunday’s series finale.
Black Bears drop Divi-

sion-III Husson
The University of Maine
softball team geared up for
their weekend series against
Stony Brook University with
a convincing 6-1 victory over
Husson University Thursday
afternoon. Husson drops to 157 with the loss.
UMaine senior pitcher Kylie Sparks had one of her best
outings this year, scattering
five hits and one run over six
innings while striking out five
to earn the win.
The Black Bears got to
Husson junior starter Amanda
Ryan early when, in the bottom
of the second, freshman third
baseman Shelby Obert walked
and freshman first baseman

Men’s basketball
coach Woodward
out after 10 seasons

Maddie Moore singled her to
third. Freshman center fielder
Samantha Ralphs caught the
defense off-guard with a bunt

off with a walk before advancing to third on a single from junior right fielder Jessica Burk
and scoring on a deep sacrifice

UMaine looks to gain ground on
third-place Binghamton in a threegame set next weekend.

down the first base line, scoring Obert and giving the Black
Bears a 1-0 lead.
UMaine scored again in the
third thanks to freshman shortstop Felicia Lennon who led

fly to center by junior designated hitter EmJ Fogel for the
2-0 advantage.
Lennon scored two runs on
the day to go along with two
hits and a pair of walks, reach-

ing base in each of her at-bats.
The Hawks responded
just a half-inning later when
freshman right fielder Allie Hill sliced a double to the
right-center field gap and was
moved to third on a single from
freshman shortstop Lyndsey
Merrill. Sophomore first baseman Chelsea Brennan doubled
home Hill to cut the lead to one
and give the Hawks their lone
run of the game.
The Black Bears broke
things open in the fifth.
Junior second baseman
Kristen Koslosky singled up
the middle and Lennon doubled
to left to put runners at second
and third. Burk grounded out
to shortstop, scoring the speedy

Koslosky from third before Fogel knocked in Lennon with a
line drive single up the middle.
Fogel’s .341 batting average
this season is good enough for
sixth in America East.
UMaine senior catcher Jean
Stevens crushed a two-run
homer to left field, pushing the
advantage to 6-1. The dinger
was Stevens’ second of the
season, tied for second on the
team behind Burk’s three.
Ryan finished the inning
but was replaced in the sixth
by sophomore pitcher Kayla
Merrill. Ryan fell to 7-5 with
the loss, giving up 10 hits and
six runs over her five innings
See Softball on b

Baseball drops two of
three in Binghamton

David Butler II • USA Today Sports via Bangor Daily News

Andrew Stefanilo

For The Maine Campus
University of Maine
Pres. Paul Ferguson announced that the university will buy out the contract
of men’s basketball coach
Ted Woodward, ending his
career as head coach on
Monday.
The decision is effective immediately and was
reached after weeks of
evaluation of the program
by university administration.
Woodward had two
years remaining on his
contract, and will be paid
a 13-month buyout of approximately $113,800, the
equivalent of about one
year’s salary.
UMaine will use only

private funds from the
President’s Discretionary
Account for Woodward’s
remaining salary.
A search for Woodward’s replacement will
begin immediately. The
Black Bears are fresh off
a 6-23 campaign that saw
four players transfer out
of the program at season’s
end.
This was Woodward’s
10th season as head coach
of the Black Bears and he
accumulated a total record
of 117-178 with the program.
Although UMaine has
suffered nine consecutive
first-round or quarterfinal losses in the conference tournament under
See Woodward on b

Haley Johnston • Photo Editor

Anthony Panciocco
Staff Writer

The
University
of
Maine baseball team split
a doubleheader Saturday
afternoon before dropping
the rubber game Sunday
at America East foe Binghamton University. The
Black Bears fall to 14-19
on the season and 5-5 in
conference play while the
Bearcats improve their record to 10-19 and 4-8 in
conference.
UMaine will travel to
the College of the Holy
Cross Tuesday for a single game before hosting
the New York Institute
of Technology for three

games this weekend. Binghamton travels to Cornell
University on Tuesday and
St. Bonaventure University on Thursday before
hosting Hartford University next weekend for a
two-game series.
UMaine splits Saturday doubleheader
The Black Bears took
the first game of the series
by a score of 3-0. Junior
ace and reigning America
East Pitcher of the Year
Tommy Lawrence pitched
a gem, going nine strong
innings and striking out
seven to even up his record
at 4-4.
The first contest was

a pitcher’s duel between
Lawrence and Binghamton junior Jack Rogalla.
Rogalla went 7 and twothirds innings, allowing
two earned runs and walking four and drops to 3-5
on the season with the
loss.
Binghamton’s best opportunity to score came
in the bottom of the fifth.
Sophomore first baseman
Reed Gamanche singled to
center and was advanced
to second on a fielder’s
choice. Sophomore third
baseman David Schanz
singled through the right
side, moving Reed to third.
Lawrence settled down on
the mound, striking out

freshman catcher Eddie
Posavec and inducing a
lineout to third, ending the
threat.
UMaine senior third
baseman Alex Calbick led
off the eighth inning with
his second home run of the
season over the right field
fence. Junior right fielder
Brian Doran followed him
up with a walk and was
moved to second thanks to
a single from junior first
baseman Nick Bernardo.
Sophomore
catcher
Jonathan Salcedo singled
to left field, scoring Doran
to give the Black Bears a
2-0 advantage. BinghamSee Baseball on b
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Men’s track and field remain undefeated NHL deserves
Women finish in fourth; Roukey ties men’s program record
better than
Gary Bettman
Column

Jon Ouellette

Haley Johnston • Photo Editor

Chelsea Gillies

For The Maine Campus
The University of Maine
men’s track and field team
took first place yet again in
their meet this past weekend
at the College of the Holy
Cross in Worcester, Mass.
The women’s team took
fourth place overall in the
competition against Holy
Cross, Bryant University,
Stonehill College, Colgate
University and the University of Massachusetts.
On the women’s side,
Ashten Hackett got the meet
started with a win during
the 100-meter hurdles with
a time of 14.53 seconds.
Jaclyn Masters competed
in the 200-meter dash and
took fourth place with a
time of 26.49 seconds. Masters went on to compete in
the pole vault, placing first
with a final height of 3.40
meters.

Ashley Donohoe grabbed
a first place spot during the
shot put with a final mark of
12.33 meters and continued
to throw well, placing third
in the discus with a mark
of 38.48 meters. During
the hammer throw, Emily
Boardman placed first with
a throw of 48.55 meters.
On the men’s side, the
Black Bears recorded a total
of 304 points, placing first
with several impressive performances.
The 200-meter dash
was dominated by Daniel
Roukey, Frank Del Duca and
Joseph Viola. They took the
top three spots with times
of 22.78 seconds, 22.89
seconds and 23.21 seconds
respectively. Roukey placed
first during the 100-meter
dash as well with a time of
10.58 seconds.
Viola placed second in
the 400-meter dash with
a time of 49.57 seconds.

Teammate Jake Leithiser
recorded a first place finish
during the 800-meter run
with a time of 1:54.60.
During the 1500-meter
run, Alexander Moser dominated the field with a time of
3:53.87. Kelton Cullenberg
was not far behind with a final time of 3:54.56.
During the throwing
events, Wilson Adams took
another first place finish
during the hammer throw
with a distance of 56.88
meters. Justin Gagne competed in the shot put and
discus, finishing first in both
events. He had a final mark
of 16.70 in the shot put and
a final mark of 48.80 in the
discus.
Shane Corbett and Brian
Woodbury took second and
third during the discus with
final marks of 44.65 and
44.15.
First and second place
finishes were earned during

the javelin throw, with Aybars Gungor finishing first
with a distance of 56.72
meters and Tristan Wortman
finishing second with a distance of 55.62 meters.
Connor Harris, Assad
Hicks, Tyler Martin and Joseph Slattery all competed
in the high jump. Harris
placed second with a mark
of 1.88 meters, while Hicks
and Martin tied for fourth
and Slattery came in sixth.
The long jump was dominated by Herby Lafortune,
who had a final mark of 6.25
meters. Harris finished third
with a mark of 6.04 meters.
Nathaniel Meade took
the triple jump with a final
mark of 14.56 meters. Devin
Burgess placed second during the pole vault with a final mark of 4.25 meters.
The men’s and women’s
teams will compete in the
Penn Relays April 24, 25
and 26.

Should Sox fans be
worried already?
Column

Cody Lachance
The Boston Red Sox
have started the year not
quite the way you would
hope the reigning World
Champions would.
Bad breaks, unlucky calls
and some overall poor play
have led the Sox to a 8-10
record through the team’s
first 18 games. Should fans
start to hit the panic button
already?
Last year nearly everything went right for the
Red Sox. From Koji Uehara
having a career year to David Ortiz’s legendary performance in the playoffs,
the Red Sox never really
hit a bad stretch of baseball.
From Opening Day onward

Woodward
from B1

Woodward’s leadership,
the Black Bears did record
the program’s first back-

they were playing well and
barely ever seemed to hit
a bump in the road on the
field or off of it.
Unfortunately, this type
of play would be hard to
replicate.
Enter 2014. Even in
Spring Training it was apparent this team would not
benefit from the same good
luck as last year’s squad.
Jake Peavy nearly cuts his
finger off while taking his
son fishing. Manager John
Farrell is clearly not happy
with the defensive skill of
the left side of the infield,
and even David Ortiz is
complaining about a contract extension.
The spring was a very
busy time for the Red Sox
for the wrong reasons.
And now that same
theme has carried into

the regular season. Starting pitcher John Lackey
has had some rough starts,
shortstop Xander Bogaerts
looks mediocre at best defensively, and right fielder
Shane Victorino has yet to
step on the field. The cards
have not fallen well for the
Red Sox this far in the season. Tempers are starting
to rise as well, with Farrell criticizing the replay
system and continuing the
circus that has been Boston
Red Sox baseball.
Fortunately, the season
is still early.
An MLB campaign is a
marathon, not a sprint, as
the 162 game season makes
it so a team can afford having a rough stretch and still
put together a successful
season.
So is it time for Red Sox

fans to panic and give up
on the season entirely? No.
This team does have talent
and has shown that they are
a deadly team come October.
Fans should not think
that because they are the
defending World Series
Champions that they are
entitled to making the playoffs this year. The Red Sox
do need to start putting
some good baseball together sooner rather than later
to put some faith in not only
themselves, but also the fan
base.
This season could very
well turn into a circus season like 2012 very quickly.
So hold off on hitting that
panic button, Red Sox fans.
But I would keep the hand
near the button until they
show signs of life for 2014.

to-back winning seasons
in America East play since
the turn of the century.
UMaine went 19-11 and
11-5 in conference play in
2009-10 before putting up
15-15 and 9-7 marks the

following season.
Woodward started his
career as a graduate assistant at the University of
Connecticut before coming to UMaine in 1996 as
an assistant and recruiting

coordinator.
He has also served as
an assistant at Central
Connecticut State University and Harvard University, and coached golf at
UMaine from 1997-2001.

The NHL playoffs are
back, and this is a good
thing. For the next several
weeks, puck fans can see
the greatest show on Earth
in the form of four rounds
of postseason hockey.
Like I said, the playoffs
are a good thing. But this
shouldn’t blind us from a
simple and obvious truth
that gets hidden by the
greatness of the sport.
Gary Bettman needs to
be impeached.
Can we do that? I mean,
is it possible to physically
— not violently — remove
a commissioner from his
position if he has essentially done nothing but harm
the sport he is supposed to
govern and preserve?
People get fired all the
time for not doing what
they get paid to do. The
NHL commissioner is certainly not doing what he’s
getting paid to do. The man
has a net worth of over $30
million according to DaveManuel.com, and a good
chunk of that comes as a
perk of being the chief executive of a major North
American sport. The man
wants for nothing.
No, we — the fans
and pundits of the NHL
— can’t impeach him. It
would take a vote from the
owners who, ironically,
he’s supposed to work for,
not in opposition to.
I say ironically because of the simple and
well-documented evidence
against Bettman that seems
to suggest he’s never actually worked for the owners, players or fans.
Gare Bear has held his
seat since February of
1993, and in that time,
has done more to damage
hockey in the U.S. — but
not in Canada, because not
even the Almighty himself
could lessen our northern
brethren’s love of hockey,
eh? — than any other commissioner in any other major sport… ever.
Thanks to three lockouts, the NHL has lost
almost as many games to
work stoppages than any
of the three other major
sports combined at over
1700. In that same span
of time, the NBA, MLB
and NFL have lost 788,
938 and one game, respectively, with the NFL’s one
axed game being an exhibition.
The 2004-2005 lockout
was the longest work stoppage in sports history, and
the only time a full season
has ever been thrown away
for any reason. And what
was that reason, you ask?
To work on the league’s
salary structure. OK, that’s
fair. The NHL is notorious
for its misgivings when
it comes to collective
bargaining. Except they
needed to get rid of almost
half the games a year ago
to work on the same exact
thing, almost as though
Bettman decided, “Hey, it
didn’t work last time. We
messed up. Think I could
get a do-over?”
The NHL was coming
off its highest-grossing
season in terms of revenue
generated at $3.3 billion
in 2011-2012, and was
poised to continue that
growth last season before
the shortened season halted that progress and lost
money for pretty much everybody.
But wait, there’s more.
Bettman’s failed attempts at league-expansion and the fallout from
placing teams in nonhockey markets like Florida, Nashville, Atlanta and
Phoenix is also well-documented.
While the Tampa Bay
Lightning have “thrived”,
and I use that term loosely
here, thanks to a recent

Stanley Cup win and the
fact that franchise centerpiece Steven Stamkos is
a bona-fide top five NHL
forward, the rest haven’t
been so lucky. The Predators have done OK thanks
to the product they put on
the ice most every season,
but the Panthers continue
to suffer financially mostly because they rely too
much on filling the seats
to make money without
any lucrative TV deals or
superstars in a place where
hockey just simply is not
popular.
Atlanta, the former
home of the Thrashers,
relocated to Winnipeg,
which made sense. But
the fact that there was a
franchise there in the first
place seems idiotic to me,
and it has Bettman’s stench
all over it.
Phoenix is perhaps the
coupe de grace of this segment; the crowning jewel
of Bettman’s league expansion fiasco.
Despite the fact that the
Coyotes do seemingly vie
for playoff spots year in
and year out in an ubercompetitive Western Conference, Phoenix remains
one of the worst places to
play hockey not because of
the weather — the Dallas
Stars are a very successful franchise in a similar
area of the country — but
because of the lack of interest and attendance they
receive.
The crazy part is that
this could have been
avoided before our favorite commissioner swooped
in to spoil the day. The
NHL paid $140 million in
2009 to buy the Yotes, preventing Research and Inc.
Chairman and savvy businessman Jim Balsillie from
acquiring the franchise.
Why? Balsillie wanted to
move the team to Hamilton, Ontario, a place they
likely would have thrived.
But that made way too
much sense for Gary to allow.
Bettman’s list of botchery does not end there.
He allowed John Spano
to buy the New York Islanders without any money — yes, without a dime
— and wanted to enact
procedures that would reduce player salaries by 1520 percent by eliminating
signing bonuses for contracts, cutting the salary
cap down even more and
increasing the amount of
time a player must spend
in the league before he is
eligible to test the market
in free agency. And if the
concussion epidemic infiltrating our sports was
a dinner party, the NHL,
thanks to Gary and his
cabinet, would probably
only show up for dessert.
It’s been that bad.
He’s acting like a CEO,
not a commissioner who is
supposed to be the caretaker of the sport. He tried
to emulate his buddy, former NBA Commissioner
and former Bettman boss
David Stern, by implementing a hard salary cap.
That’s all well and good,
but when you forget to restrict the max number of
years for contracts, teams
circumvent that measure
— quite easily, I might
add — by signing players to outrageous 13-year,
$196 million deals like
we’ve seen in Minnesota
with Ryan Suter and Zach
Parise.
The man is inept.
He has possibly the
greatest team sport in
the world at his disposal
— and the product on the
ice every night is the sole
reason, in my opinion, that
the NHL stays afloat — but
seems completely content
to derail its progress in the
U.S. at every turn.
Call up Bob Woodward
and Carl Bernstein — it’s
time to get this man out of
office, before it’s too late.
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2014 NBA awards and predictions
Column

Adam Robinson
The 2014 NBA season
has been one to remember
for sure.
Cliches aside, 2014
brought surprises, breakout teams and new stars in
the world’s top basketball
league. From the race for
the number one seed in the
Eastern Conference to the
super-surprise teams in the
West — shocking events
were plentiful leading into
a much-anticipated playoffs.
Western Conference
Oklahoma City Thunder forward Kevin Durant
broke through the proverbial wall this season as he
has all but officially won
the Most Valuable Player
award.
As I predicted at the beginning of the season, Durant has shined throughout
the whole year. From his
record 41-straight games
of 25-plus points per game,
to averaging 32 points, 7.4
rebounds and 5.5 assists
per game, Durant jumped
onto the same playing field
as LeBron James.
No longer is Durant an
obvious second to LeBron
because the anger and ferocious attack he brought
to every game proved to
be positive for his playing style and for his team.
Increased scoring, more
instances of attacking the
hoop and overall higher
level of team play made it
much easier for the Thunder to win.
Although the Western
Conference is much harder
than the East, and every
matchup the Thunder can

Softball
from B1

of work. Kayla Merrill would
pitch just one inning, giving up
two hits without a run.
Sparks cruised through six
innings before junior pitcher
Alexis Bogdanovich was given
an inning of work. Bogdanovich struck out two and gave up
one hit to seal the win for the
Black Bears.
Seawolves hold Black
Bears to one run in threegame series
America East heavyweight
Stony Brook swept the Black
Bears this past weekend with
1-0 and 3-1 wins in a doubleheader on Saturday before taking the series finale 2-0 Sunday
afternoon.
Stevens provided the Black
Bears only tally on the weekend with a solo home run in
the second game of Saturday’s
doubleheader. The Seawolves
improve to 25-14 and 13-1 in
America East action.
Samantha Ralphs tallied
two singles in game one on
Saturday, but the rest of the
lineup was unable to bring her
home. Junior outfielder Jessica
Burk hit singles in all three
games to up her hitting streak
to nine straight games.
Game One was scoreless
through three innings before
the Seawolves broke up the tie
in the fourth.
Their rally began with two
outs in the bottom of the inning when sophomore infielder Melissa Phelan hit a double
to deep center field. Freshman
infielder Lexie Shue came in
to pinch run for Phelan and
reached home on the next at
bat when sophomore catcher
Alexandra Pisciotta singled to

possibly get will be difficult, I don’t see how the
Thunder can’t get through
to the Finals.
I’ve never been more
wrong about a team than
the Portland Trail Blazers. Okay, maybe the Milwaukee Bucks, who I had
earning the 6th seed in the
Eastern Conference. But I
had the Trailblazers in last

place this season as the Indiana Pacers came into the
2013-14 season looking to
earn the number one seed
in order to lockup homecourt advantage throughout the playoffs. Indiana
was convinced that if they
had played Game Seven in
Indiana last season, they
would have slayed the
mighty Miami Heat and it

OKC’s Kevin Durant leads the MVPrace with 32 points, 7.4 rebounds
and 5.5 assists per game.

in the Northwest Division,
when in actuality they
earned the 5th seed in the
West.
Damian Lillard emerged
as a star in the league after he led the Blazers with
20.7 points per game and
5.6 assists. A lot of those
assists went to pivot LaMarcus Aldridge, the Blazer big man who stepped his
game up and became the
top-post player in virtually every game he was a
part of. I didn’t think that
Robin Lopez and Wesley
Matthews would be this
good, but it seems that everyone in Portland stepped
their games up and came
together as a solid team.
Their offense is scary good
in spurts with Lillard’s
deadly 3-point shooting
and with Aldridge and Lopez down low, Portland
could make a solid run if
their defense can produce
enough stops.
Eastern Conference
One of the most shocking turns of events ever to
happen in the NBA took

would have been the Pacers playing the San Antonio Spurs in the NBA Finals.
After an amazingly
strong start, Indiana looked
poised to have a solid lead
over Miami for the one
seed and would be able
to coast into the playoffs.
Around February, something changed, and after
they traded away Danny
Granger for Philadelphia
guard Evan Turner, the
Pacers were obviously
not the same. Center Roy
Hibbert has been the main
culprit and finger-pointing target among the NBA
experts for Indiana’s collapse. His lack of defense
and scoring as a 7-foot-2inch human is astonishing
and, to be honest, really
embarrassing.
Indiana earned the first
seed with Miami content to
rest players and slide into
the two-spot, setting up
an Indiana-Atlanta Hawks
first-round matchup.
Atlanta took it to the
Pacers at full force in Game
One on Saturday and won

right field, producing the only
run of the ball game.
UMaine’s best scoring
chance came in the third inning, but they were unable to
capitalize on the opportunity.
Obert and Ralphs both
singled cleanly to reach base
before Lennon was hit by a
pitch to load the bases. Despite
the runners in scoring position, Seawolves junior starting
pitcher Allison Cukrov got out
of the jam to end the inning.
Bogdanovich earned the
loss to fall to 4-6 on the season. She posted great numbers,
however, pitching six innings
with only one earned run, six
hits and four strikeouts.
In game two, Stony Brook
earned a two-run lead in the
third inning that the Black
Bears were unable to battle
back from.
Senior catcher Nicole
Schieferstein scored the Seawolves’ first run on a failed
pickoff attempt at third base.
Hill, who got the start on the
mound for the Black Bears,
overthrew the attempt at third,
advancing senior infielder Olivia Mintun to third and allowing Schieferstein to walk in for
the 1-0 lead.
Junior outfielder Bria Green
followed with an RBI bunt,
bringing in Mintun to go up 20 at the end of the third inning.
The Black Bears tightened
the score to one run when Stevens hit a solo homer, her third
of the year, in the top of the
fifth.
The Seawolves responded
in the bottom of the inning
when junior infielder Shayla
Giosia hit a home run of her
own to left center field, increasing the lead back to two
runs.
Cukrov kept UMaine in
check for the remainder of the

contest, retiring the last nine
batters of the game.
She started both games of
the doubleheader and pitched
the entirety of both games,
logging an outstanding 14 innings on the mound with just
one earned run, six hits and
10 strikeouts. She now has 11
straight wins at the helm for
the Sea Wolves.
Hill recorded the loss and
falls to 6-4 on the season, giving up three runs on seven
hits.
Sunday’s contest was no
different. Stony Brook tallied
two runs in the third inning
and rendered no runs to top the
Black Bears 2-0.
Seawolves sophomore infielder Kellie Reynolds led off
the third inning by reaching
base on a dropped third strike.
The Seawolves recorded backto-back two-out doubles,
including one by junior outfielder Jessica Zeilman, which
brought in the only two runs
scored in the contest for the 20 victory.
The Black Bears best scoring opportunity came in the
second inning. Burk’s leadoff
single got things started, and
Stevens followed with a single
of her own to center field. A
pair of fielder’s choice plays
at third base ended the inning
for the Black Bears and eliminated their chance to get on the
board.
Sallen earned the decision
for Stony Brook, allowing no
earned runs through seven innings.
Bogdanovich tallied a career high 12 strikeouts in the
contest, but the Black Bears
didn’t have enough firepower
to help her out. She falls to 47 on the season, allowing two
earned runs and five hits in
seven innings.

Haley Johnston • Photo Editor

by eight. The eight-point
margin is low for how bad
Indiana got manhandled
by the below-.500 Hawks,
and if Indiana can’t turn
it around quickly, they’ll
become the one of the biggest disappointments in recent memory. Head coach
Frank Vogel would likely
have to search for other
employment.
Award Predictions
At the beginning of the
season, I predicted Durant
to win the MVP. I was
right with this selection as
Durant put on one of the
most spectacular seasons
in NBA history.
Think about this: try
going to your local rec and
scoring 25 points in one
game. Then do it for 41
more games. Then play on
the college team and do the
same thing. Then try to do
it against people who get
paid millions of dollars to

award, and some would
say he can still win it this
season. However, Joakim
Noah, center for the Chicago Bulls, had a breakout season. Without Derrick Rose, Noah stepped
up with 1.5 blocks, 1.2
steals and 11.3 rebounds a
game while also attracting
MVP talk. I do not think
he is that good, but Noah
has definitely shown to be
a top-flight center in the
league.
Maybe my worst pick
of the season was my Most
Improved player award,
who I gave to Bucks forward Larry Sanders. Sanders missed over a month’s
worth of games after
breaking his thumb in a
bar fight at the beginning
of the season, and when
he came back, he didn’t
make any difference in the
Bucks season whatsoever
as the Bucks only won 15
games.

Chicago’s Joakim Noah is the likely
Defensive Player of the Year. The center averaged 1.5 blocks, 1.2 steals and
11.3 rebounds per game as the anchor of the Bulls packline defense.
play basketball.
Would you even be able
to score 25 points in a rec
game? That’s how impressive Durant’s 42-game
streak was. LeBron had
a great season, too, but it
didn’t compare to Durant’s
82-game offensive clinic.
I had Serge Ibaka, forward for the Oklahoma
City Thunder, taking home
Defensive Player of the
Year at the beginning of
the season. With 2.7 blocks
per game, Ibaka would be
a solid candidate for the

I think Anthony Davis, power forward for the
New Orleans Pelicans, will
be the winner. He’s definitely catapulted himself
into “Best Big Man in the
Game” conversations.
I had Victor Oladipo of
the Orlando Magic winning
Rookie of the Year before
the season, and after 82
games, I think he should
still win the award.
I had Mark Jackson,
head coach of the Golden
State Warriors, winning
Coach of the Year before

the season. Right now, I
could see Jason Kidd of
the Brooklyn Nets winning
the award as well as Portland’s Terry Stotts as they
both brought their teams
to high seeds in their own
conferences.
Playoff Predictions
The playoffs have begun, and I am excited to
see who is for real and who
is not. I expect the Pacers
to either lose in the first
round to the Hawks or in
the next against either the
Bulls or Washington Wizards. I see the Heat making it to the Finals in the
East because, let’s be honest, there isn’t anyone in
the East outside of maybe
the Bulls or the Nets, who
have beaten them four
straight times this season,
who can take them down.
In the West, the conference is a lot more wideopen. Oklahoma City, the
San Antonio Spurs, Los Angeles Clippers and Houston
Rockets are all contenders
in my eyes. Golden State
lacks a big man now that
Andrew Bogut is out, and
as much as the experts like
them because they are fun
to watch, I don’t see them
making it very far, probably not even by the Clippers in the first round.
I still stand by my preseason pick of Oklahoma
City making it to the finals, just not over the Warriors as I had previously
picked, but over San Antonio instead.
In the Finals, I stand by
my pick of the Thunder
over the Heat in six games
as Durant finally breaks out
of this second-best chokehold he’s been in for years.
It’s Durant’s time, we need
to just sit back and watch
it happen.
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Baseball
from B1

ton freshman Justin Pugh
relieved Rogalla, striking
out UMaine sophomore
Shane Bussey to end the
inning.
The Black Bears tacked
on an insurance run in the
top of the ninth when senior second baseman Troy
Black reached on a fielder’s choice and stole second. Following a Calbick
walk, junior designated
hitter Scott Heath singled
home Black to ensure the
Black Bear victory.
Binghamton’s
offense was sparked in the
night cap by senior center fielder Shaun McGraw
and Gamanche, who each
drove in a pair of runs.
Binghamton
junior
right fielder Zach Blanden
led off the bottom of the
first with a double to right
field and advanced to third
when senior center fielder
Bill Beresznlewicz singled
up the middle. Junior left
fielder Jake Thomas singled through the left side,
scoring Blanden for an
early 1-0 Bearcat advantage.
Black tied it up with one

an issue

swing of the bat in the top
of the third, hitting a solo
home run to right field
with two outs. The dinger
was his first of the season.
Binghamton wasted no
time responding when, in
the bottom of the third,
McGraw doubled to left
field and knocked in
Beresznlewicz. Gamanche
hit a double of his own
to left that scored McGraw and Thomas, chasing UMaine senior starter
Shaun Coughlin from the
game in favor of junior
Luke Morrill. Coughlin
was tagged with the loss
after giving up four runs in
2 and one-third innings on
the mound.
The Bearcats tacked
on three more in the fifth
when Thomas walked,
stole second and scored on
a McGraw double down
the left field line. Gamanche walked and advanced
to second while McGraw
moved to third on a fielder’s choice.
Morrill was pulled after the fielder’s choice
and was replaced by junior
Steve Trask. Schanz greeted Trask with a sacrifice
fly to right field, scoring
McGraw and moving Reed
to third. Freshman catcher
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Eddie Posavec followed
him up with a double to
left, scoring Gamanche to
push the Bearcat lead to
six.
The Black Bears left
two on in the top of the
seventh. Scott led off with
a walk and Doran singled
to right field to put runners at first and second,
but both were left on when
Bernardo struck out and
the last two batters flied
out to give Binghamton
the 7-1 victory.
Binghamton
junior
starter Mike Urbanski was
awarded the win, improving his record to 3-1 on
the season. He went four
innings, giving up three
hits and one run. Junior
reliever Greg Ostner threw
the last three innings and
picked up his second save
of the season.
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Thomas’ 6 RBI gives
Bearcats Sunday finale

Holy Cross and NYIT are up next for the Black Bears.

two-thirds innings and
giving up two runs on seven hits.
Binghamton got on the
board early in the second
when Whitten walked McGraw, hit Gamanche with
a pitch and then drilled senior second baseman John
Howell to load the bases
before beaning Posavec to
walk in the first run of the
game.
Whitten struggled again
in the bottom of the third,
giving up a single and a

walk before being replaced
by Heath. Heath hit Thomas to load the bases and
gave up a McGraw single
to right field that scored
Bereszniewicz for a 2-0
Bearcats advantage.
The Black Bears got on
the board in the fifth when
Bernardo led off with a
double down the right field
line and advanced to third
on a flyout to left field.
Bussey grounded out to
second but scored Bernardo to cut the lead in half.

Haley Johnston • Photo Editor
Blanden, Bereszniewicz
and senior second baseman
Daniel Nevares loaded
the bases for Binghamton
before Thomas launched
a grand slam to give the
Bearcats a quick five-run
lead.
The Black Bears put a
dent in the lead in the top of
the seventh with a Salcedo
solo shot but Binghamton
tacked on two more in the
bottom of the eighth with
a Thomas two-run shot to
ensure the win.

"MMBUNBJOFDBNQVTDPN
UMaine dropped the final game of the series 8-2.
UMaine starter Fran
Whitten got the loss, going
just two innings and giving up a pair of runs. Binghamton sophomore starter
Jake Cryts was awarded
the win after going 6 and

The Maine Campus is hiring!
The staff of the University of Maine’s student newspaper is
graduating, soPositions
we’re looking
for eager
newcomers to step
available
include:
up and begin the next wave of on-campus journalists.

Assistant News Editor
editor
We are now acceptingOnline
applications
for the following positions:
National Advertising Representative
Distribution
Manager,
Design Assistant

Production Manager,
Production
All positions
paid. E-mail aAssistant,
letter of interest, résumé
and samples
of your
work toCopy
eic@mainecampus.com.
Photo
Editor,
Editor
Album Reviewer, Film Reviewer,
Video Game Reviewer,
Culture Columnist,
Opinion Columnist, News Writer,
Sports Writer...
...so pretty much everything. Contact Editor in Chief
Derrick Rossignol and News Editor Cameron Paquette on
FirstClass for more information about open positions.

Scores from around
the Conference

4/17
4/18

4/19

4/20

UMass-Lowell
3
Stony Brook
1
Binghamton
0
UMaine
		
3
Hartford
3
Albany
2
Binghamton		
7
UMaine		
1
Hartford		
3
Albany		
0
Harford		
12
Albany		
9
Binghamton		
8
UMaine
2

WOMEN
4/18

4/19

Cornell
8
Albany
7
UMBC
10
UMass-Lowell
2
UMBC
7
UMass-Lowell
5
UMBC
6
UMass-Lowell
2
Binghamton
8
Hartford
		
0
Stony Brook		
1
UMaine
		
0
Stony Brook		
3
UMaine		
1
Stony Brook
2
UMaine
0

Sudoku
Solution

Crossword
Solution

4/17

UMass-Lowell
1
Binghamton
6
Binghamton
3
Niagara
5
Quinnipiac
2
Stony Brook
4
Cornell
3
Albany
7
Binghamton
6
Niagara
5
Quinnipiac
3
Stony Brook
8
UMass-Lowell		
1
BU		
9
UMaine		
6
Husson		
1

Baseball @ Holy Cross, 5 p.m.

Thurs. April 24

Track and field @ Penn Relays,
Philadelphia, TBA

Sat. April 26

SOfTbAll
4/16

Tues. April 22

Track and field @ Penn Relays,
TBA
Baseball vs. NYIT, 5 p.m.

MEN
BC
7
UMass-Lowell
6
Hartford
2
Army
4
Stony Brook
5
Rhode Island
4 		
Coppin State
0
UMBC
3
Cornell
		
0
Binghamton		
7
UMass-Lowell
3
Stony Brook		
9
UMass-Lowell
2		
Stony Brook
1
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Fri. April 25

BAsEbAll
4/16
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Upcoming Games
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Track and field @ Penn Relays,
TBA
Track and field @ UNH, 11 a.m.
Softball vs. Binghamton, 12 p.m.
Baseball vs. NYIT, 1 p.m.
Softball vs. Binghamton, 2 p.m.
Baseball vs. NYIT, 3:30 p.m.

Sun. april 27

Softball vs. Binghamton, 11 a.m.
Baseball vs. NYIT, 1 p.m.

AThlETEs Of
ThE WEEk
Each week, the MEC Sports Staff picks
a male and female athlete to highlight:
Daniel Roukey
Senior, sprinter, men’s track and field

Roukey tied a school record during the 100-meter
dash in the Black Bears’
last meet at the College of
the Holy Cross this weekend. He ran for a final time
of 10.58 seconds, tying a
record set by Carl Smith in
1990.

Alexis Bogdonavich
Junior, pitcher, softball
Bogdonavich was stellar in
the Black Bears’two losses this
weekend in which she worked
12 innings on the mound, giving up three runs and striking
out a total of 16 batters. Her 12
strikeouts against Stony Brook
on Saturday tied a seasonhigh. The junior from South
Portland is 4-7 on the year and
leads UMaine in both innings
pitched and ERA with 73 and
2.40, respectively. Bogdonavich also leads the Black Bears
with nine complete games in
2014.
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